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 The three years I spent at Utah State University was some of the most fulfilling and 
enlightening years of my life. Coming into a design degree after working as a technician for a 
decade, who thought they would never design in their life, presented a lot of hurdles to get 
over. The dedication of my design faculty to work with and push me to become the confident 
and successful designer I am is a testament to the institution that is Utah State University’s 
Theatre Arts program. Every single one of them, Nancy Hills, Lydia Semler, Dennis Hassan, and 
Shawn Fisher helped me become a better person and artist each in their own way. In my three 
years here I had many challenges, most notably the Covid-19 pandemic hitting halfway through 
my second year which canceled two of my designed shows. Richie, someday we will get to 
collaborate in the weirdly and awesomely way The Crucible was meant to be. Along with having 
four different department heads for the department and two deans for the school, all having 
their way of running things. In my personal life, I got engaged and married, lost my brother to an 
addiction overdose, and happily started a family with my husband. There are a handful of 
people outside the university I need to acknowledge that helped me achieve this degree. First 
off, my husband Jack, a true life partner who has gone above and beyond in every way possible 
to push me to succeed while also keeping me just this side of sane, “embrace the suck”. My 
parents, who have learned to accept the crazy that is theatre artist nomad life and helped me 
move across this country more times than I can count for a new job, and even though skeptical 
of Utah and getting an M.F.A., were supportive and confident in my ability to see things 
through. Finally, the staff of the White Owl and the ready supply of big dogs, deck burgers, 
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The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane 
A Theatre for Young Audiences piece 
 Adapted by Dwayne Hartford from the book by Kate DiCamillo 
Directed by Matthew Omasta 
Performances: October 04-12, 2019 







This heartwarming story follows the life of a China-doll rabbit named Edward Tulane as 
he is unwillingly passed on from person to person over twenty-plus years. Starting as a spoiled 
rotten rabbit with no concept of love; he was gifted to Abilene, a young girl, in early 1920s 
England by her Grandmother who seems to be able to understand the doll when he speaks, just 
like the audience can. On a boat to America, two young boys bully Abilene using Edward in a 
game of keep-away that ends in Edward falling overboard and he is lost to the sea for an 
unknown amount of time. Rescued by a fisherman’s net, Edward is taken home to Fisherman 
Lawrence’s wife Nellie. Nellie renames Edward to Susanna and he becomes a ray of hope in their 
life after the traumatic loss of their youngest child years before. Their city slicker daughter, Lolly, 
is offended by the doll's place in her parents' lives and steals ‘Susanna’ away and tosses Edward 
at the town dump. Edward had become attached to Lawrence and Nellie, understanding he was 
a comfort to them, and shows the first flicker of understanding love. On Edward's next journey, 
he was recused from the dump by Lucy the dog and Bull the Hobo. By now it is the early 1930s, 
the start of the depression and dust bowl of middle America. Edward travels with Lucy and Bull 
for almost a decade. The hobos they encounter along their travels take to Edward as a secret 
keeper. They tell him the names of family members they had to leave behind to find work. 
Edward takes the responsibility of keeping names very seriously. One night while hitching a ride 
on a boxcar train, the watchman comes across them, kicks them off the train, and throws 
Edward to the wind while it is still moving. Edward is found in the field by a cranky old woman 
who decides he is the perfect doll to add to her scarecrow to keep the birds out of her garden. A 
young boy, Bryce, who works for the old lady, sees Edward and steals him that evening to take 
home to his little sister Sara Ruth, who is sick with Tuberculosis. Edward has been renamed this 
time to ‘Jangles’, and falls deeply in love with Sara Ruth doing whatever he can to comfort her as 
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she quickly becomes too sick to do anything but hold him. The turning point in the story 
happens here when Sara Ruth dies and Edward is truly heartbroken. It is a heart-wrenching 
scene the entire audience feels to their core. Bryce, now alone as their father had abandoned 
them just before Sara Ruth’s passing, takes ‘Jangles’ to Memphis and uses the doll as a 
marionette puppet to busk on the streets. Giving into hunger, Bryce orders more than he can 
afford at a local diner. When he cannot pay for it the owner takes ‘Jangles’ and smashes him to 
pieces as payment. Here we see Edward enter a dream state, as dolls cannot die, not 
understanding what is happening to him but his consciousness relives his past lives with 
everyone we have encountered already. He is happy to see them but sad he cannot stay with 
them. Bryce, heartbroken about Edward being shattered, finds a doll repair shop and hands 
Edward over to Lucious the doll mender. Bryce begs Lucious to accept Edward and repair him. In 
exchange Lucious gets to keep Edward. As Edward awakens in the doll shop we see Lucious can 
understand the dolls and explains everything to Edward. After almost a year on the shelf, being 
annoyed by other dolls in the shop, it is now 1940 and Edward is picked up by a woman who is 
very curious about him to take home to her daughter. Edward recognizes the woman as Abilene, 
his first owner, and she soon recognizes him. She takes out her necklace, that was the pocket 
watch Edward came with and held onto as he was flung overboard over twenty years ago. A 
long journey of discovering love, heartbreak, and companionship ends happily for Edward the 
China-doll rabbit.   
This production was fully produced in the Fall of 2019 at Utah State University in the 
Morgan Theatre. There were four public performances and three school performances for the 
county school kids between third and fifth grade. Nancy Hills, the Head of Costume Design, was 
my mentor for this project, and Lydia Semler was the Costume Shop Manager who made sure 
my designs were completed on time. My budget was two thousand one hundred dollars. Our 
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build time was six weeks from the start of the fall semester to the first dress. Many of 
the costumes for this production were fully built, as it was a cast of seven people playing almost 
thirty different characters.  
Director: Matthew Omasta 
Stage Manager: Courtney Johnson 
Set Designer: Dennis Hassan 
Lighting Designer: Katelyn Westergard 
Sound Designer: Gary Kemp 
Prop Master: Sera Shearer 
Costume Shop Manager: Lydia Semler 
Assistant Costume Designer: Ana Maria Licon 
Edward Costume Charge: Jess Wallace 





Concept of Design  
This production of The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane had its first meeting 
between Matt Omasta, the director for this production and Head of Theater Education at Utah 
State University, myself as Costume Designer, and Dennis Hassan as Set Designer in May of 2019 
at the end of the previous school year. Our conversation continued throughout the summer. 
This was my very first realized costume design ever, and while nervous going into the meeting I 
had brought in some basic research and fabric swatches to discuss with Matt. He had a good 
idea of what he wanted for the costumes, to keep them simple and in the period as the costume 
changes had to happen quickly and often on stage which worked well with the concepts I was 
already working through in my head. I worked closely with the scenic designer, Dennis Hassan, 
to make sure my costumes worked with the set which would be in a neutral warm color in the 
design of a conceptual piece. Dennis’ set design was greatly influenced by the Patrick Dougherty 
sculpture that had recently been constructed on our campus and was an abstract set of 
pieces that looked like entwined branches and twigs that moved around the set to create the 
different locations. The cast of seven had a lot of work to do as five of the performers played 
multiple roles. With that in mind, along with the aesthetic of the simple rustic set, I kept the 
costumes straightforward with minimal pieces for each character so the actors could change 
between one character and the next in under ten seconds, and frequently while still on stage. 
The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane was oriented for children, so I kept the color palette 
uncomplicated and the patterns large enough to be seen from any seat in the nearly seven 
hundred seat house. I also stayed very traditional in the silhouettes of each decade to help the 
children watching understand the time change and eras as easily as possible. The color palette I 
kept in slightly muted versions of the colors they were. This helped the audience view the show 
through a storytelling filter of a time that was in the past, a design choice that was 
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complemented by the lighting design, and we were able to achieve the desired look we were 








Figure 1.01: Initial Sketches Men and Women 
Figure 1.02: Initial Sketches Traveler, Musician, Violinist  
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Research and Design  
The vast expanse of the time periods in this production led me to a lot of different 
research. From the upper class 1920’s, to the depression and hobo culture, and ending with the 
American pre-war fashion of 1940 that was already being influenced by shortages out of 
Europe. Utilizing photos, magazine ads, fashion plates, and artist renderings, I was able to come 
up with research boards to show the director and the rest of the design team. Each character 
change had to be very distinct to not confuse the audience into thinking that we were now 
seeing a different person. Each actor's base costume had to function throughout all of their 
changes, I employed a lot of overcoats, wrap skirts, shawls, and hats to achieve these changes. I 
was able to create an overall mood board of research for the men (Fig. 1.03) and women (Fig. 
1.04) that showed the changes through time and the vintage color palette I would be using. 
Matt Omasta appreciated this approach to my research as it gave him a visual of the story to 
follow early on in the process while he was working out the direction for the production.  In the 
men's board you can see the variety of characters shown throughout the story; Father, the 
young bullies, rural America and the Hobos, and moving into the late 30’s early 40’s fashion 
when menswear took a change into being less fitted right up until the World War II enacted 
fabric restrictions. For the women's board, I have young children for Abilene, a selection of 
popular fashions from all the decades covered for the lower, middle, to upper-class characters, 









Figure 1.03: Research Men  




Edward Tulane  
Edward is the lead character but is a toy rabbit, a puppet that must be manipulated by 
the other actors throughout the production. Early on he is a self-centered creature who only 
cares about his clothing, and that he is not left alone for long periods of time as he gets bored. 
The Musician character is Edward’s voice in the production, and they are on stage together 
almost the whole production. The script and original book both mention many of Edward's 
clothes, most notably his blue pinstripe suit. Knowing the rabbit doll would only be about two 
feet tall, not including his ears, and taking into account how large the Morgan Theatre stage is 
and the distance of the closest audience member, I concluded that even the largest pinstripe 
would never be visible past the second row of the audience. With that in mind, I focused on 
finding a beautiful wool crepe that would truly read as blue from the stage, unlike so many blue 
suiting fabrics that read almost black under many stage lights. Being a French China-doll that 
was focused on his looks, it only made sense that his silk pajamas mentioned in the script would 
be of a gold color. The sailor outfit Edward wears while traveling by boat with Abilene had to 
have two versions made. One suit was in pristine condition, as one would expect a high-class 
rabbit doll to wear, and one suit for when he is tossed overboard by the young boys, sinking to 
the bottom of the ocean and becoming torn and dirtied by a year's worth of storms and sea life 
attacking him. Once in the care of Lawrence and Nellie, when Edward has been named Susana, 
Nellie makes him a dress to wear after cleaning him up from the ocean damage. The dress I had 
made from a cream and floral fabric with a cotton lace trim. The fabric print is similar to fabrics 
that would have been available in the early 1930s, and fit in with the simple seaside lifestyle 
Nellie had created for her family with her fisherman husband. Up until this point in the 
production, each outfit had a separate rabbit doll wearing it. This prevented us from having to 
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quickly change a doll between scenes and made sure the outfits looked perfect for each 
performance. The change between Susana and living with Hobos had to happen on stage as Bull 
makes a statement about using a rag he has to change up Edward’s look to fit in with his new 
family. The Hobo look, a tattered sweater, was underdressed beneath the Susana dress which 
had a hidden zipper up the back. The actor was able to unzip and take the dress off Edward 
quickly on stage. The actor then pulled out a distressed bandana and tied it around Edward's 
neck, completing the Hobo look that would stay on Edward through his journey with the Hobos 
and the Old Lady. The next Edward doll with Bryce and Sara Ruth was dressed in ripped pants 
and a distressed shirt, the idea that these were old clothes of Bryce’s he pulled out and put on 
the doll. Bryce would attach marionette strings to his hands and feet through hidden plastic 
loops attached to the doll to manipulate him to entertain Sara Ruth. Once smashed to pieces by 
the diner cook and given over to Lucious to repair, the final Edward doll I dressed in a matching 
1940s era brown pant and vest with a bowtie. The pants and vest by a miracle I came across at a 
resale shop, were hand-made in a child's size two-toddler and the bowtie we made in the 
costume shop. Putting Lucious in a brown tweed jacket with a bowtie himself had the two 
characters mirroring each other showing the love and care Lucious had for Edward as he 
repaired him. Edward's transitions in costume reflected not only his physical journey but his 
emotional one as well. Each person who he traveled with added their own touch to his clothing. 
Edward went from stiff pristine clothing with Abilene to softer fabrics with more rugged edges, 
getting slowly more lived in as he emotionally became more open to love and attachment. By 
the end, when he is truly made whole, he is back to wearing a well-fitting suit but in warmer 








 The Musician has the role of being Edward's voice throughout the performance for the 
audience to hear his thoughts. They also play guitar to add to the sound design of the 
production. The Musician is wearing an identical three-piece suit to Edward's blue “pinstripe” 
suit. As the Musician never fully changes their outfit, I wanted a suit silhouette that would work 
throughout the decades the production takes place. Being played by a female-presenting person 
I was able to draw from the research of late 1920s and 1930s images when women were 
starting to wear pants more publicly. A wide-legged trouser with a fitted vest and jacket was 
what I decided upon. As Edward's voice I wanted the Musician to follow Edward's journey to 
discovering love and for that journey to be reflected in both characters’ as they journey 
together. Not wanting the Musician to deal with large costume changes while managing a guitar 
and never leaving the stage, I had them do subtle changes. First, when Edward falls overboard, 
the Musician removes their jacket to resemble a not fully put together outfit as Edward starts to 
deteriorate. When with Lawrence and Nellie the Musician loosens their tie bringing attention to 
it as it is made from the same fabric as Susana’s dress and shows how Edward is becoming more 
relaxed within himself and open to others' love. Moving to the Hobos, Old Lady, Bryce, and Sara 
Ruth the Musician eventually removes their vest, rolls up their shirt sleeves, and unbuttons their 
collar. This brings the Musician down to the most basic items of clothing, pants and a shirt, as 
Edward’s mental walls are being broken down to reveal and accept love and compassion 
towards others. While Edward is in his nonexistent physical form as Lucious is repairing him, he 
enters a dream state where he feels like he is flying. In this scene, the Musician fully takes over 
as Edward and becomes him. For the flying effect, the Musician performer was lifted in a well-
choreographed lift by the rest of the cast members, I had created a pair of wings from plastic 
boning and lightweight silk for support and ease of movement. The end of the wings had a clear 
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fishing line attached to the end that was held by one performer and moved to create a flutter as 
the team moved the Musician/Edward around the stage to fly. The amazing lighting design by 
Katelyn Westergard contributed greatly to this scene being such a success. A fully repaired 
Edward at the end showed he was finally complete in his journey, but I kept the Musician in the 
roughed up shirt and pants to remind the audience of how broken down Edward had become 
and that he would always look back on the times he had with the different families that adopted 
him over time. 
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The Traveler plays two roles throughout the production. Traveler, the story narrator 
who follows Edward's journey and asks the audience questions about the journey, and 
Grandmother Pellegrina, Abilene’s grandmother who gives her the doll as a present. The 
Grandmother frequently breaks the fourth wall, acknowledging the audience, just like the 
Traveler does, making one wonder if they are in fact two different people or one and the same. 
For the base costume, the Traveler wears a matching vest and knickers of brown, red, and 
yellow plaid. I purchased a large woven wool and had the garments made in 
the costume shop. The plaid was big enough to be seen from quite far back in the audience. The 
brown base color meant the Traveler could easily blend in with the set and pop up out of 
nowhere as needed. The style of the vest and bottoms I took from early female aviation fashion 
as Abilene mentions a world airplane exhibition early on while playing with Edward. I wanted to 
bring in the popularity of aviation during the 1920s and the outfit fits perfectly with the concept 
of the Traveler. To become Grandmother Pellegrina, a change that happened sometimes from 
line to line, the performer donned a fashionable calf-length cape with a fur-trimmed collar and 
adjusted her posture to become more elderly. The cape was built of green, blue, and gold art-
deco patterned wool with a rich dark brown fur collar that would present as fashion-forward 
and coming from money in the late 1920s. The Traveler’s costume was easy to move in and 





Plate 1.03: Traveler 
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Woman 1  
Woman 1 played the roles of Young Abilene; Margorie, a townsperson' Lolly, the 
fisherman’s daughter' Sara Ruth' and Adult Abilene. Her base costume was a late 1920 to mid-
1930s inspired dropped waist dress in a dusty pink color. The dropped waist helped make the 
petite actor look even smaller along with an oversized collar and sleeves. The dusty pink color 
added to the look of a vintage filter being put over the production I wanted the audience to see, 
as this production was presented as a story within a story being told by the Traveler. To become 
Young Abilene, the performer added a three-tiered chiffon ruffled skirt with a matching satin 
bow. The skirt was the ankle-length of a young girl of the time, and the floating chiffon layers 
emphasized the playfulness of a young child with a doll. For a quick two lines, she becomes 
Margorie, a woman in the New England fishing town. Lawrence shows Edward off to Margorie 
as his “catch of the day”. For this, she adds a heavily textured sweater and a headscarf to her 
base dress to show the cold New England seaside. As Lolly, the uppity city-dwelling daughter of 
Lawrence and Nellie, the performer puts a circle wrap skirt on top of her base dress. It is a large 
floral print in blues and pinks of brighter colors than those Lawrence or Nellie wear, showing her 
higher income and taste in fashion. As Edward transitions into life with the Hobos, every 
performer comes in as a Hobo for a single line. A distressed overcoat and hat fully hid her base 
dress to blend in with the Hobo encampment. Sara Ruth, one of the most memorable characters 
in the story, is another young girl who dies of tuberculosis. Sara Ruth is bedridden for the entire 
scene. I added a dark dusty red knitted shawl to the performer for this character. It gave the 
look of a young girl curled up in a blanket and hid the brighter color of her dress. Adult Abilene is 
her final look, one where I wanted to hide her character from the audience until it was revealed 
who she is. The base dress is the same color as Young Abilene’s skirt, which was a giveaway, so I 
added a muted green raincoat to wear over the dress, which she kept closed until the moment 
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of reveal. The performers' transitions from one character to the next were smooth and without 
difficulty throughout the performances. I did purchase a wig and styled it in a short bob with 
finger waves as the performer's natural hair was very dark and too long to adequately style into 




Plate 1.04: Woman 1 
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Man 1   
Man 1 played Abilene’s father, a young boy Amos on the boat, Bull the Hobo, and Bryce. 
The actor was a tall and thin person, so it was easy to make him appear as an imposing father 
figure and hobo, but also the lanky image of a young boy. The actor’s base costume was mostly 
pulled from stock with a purchased shirt due to his measurements. A pair of brown pleat front 
30s era slacks, a plaid tan shirt, and a tan vest completed the look. To become Abilene’s father, a 
black top hat and frock coat gave him the authority of a gentleman in the 1920s. As Amos, the 
young boy on the boat who bullies Abilene, a flat cap was added to his base look. It looked like a 
hat a young boy would wear while out in public before they were old enough to be expected to 
wear a coat. Bull the Hobo was the character this actor played for the majority of the 
production. The brown base pants blended well with a vintage fireman’s coat that was 
distressed to the point of needing minor repairs to be worn on stage comfortably. A tattered 
piece of fabric acting as a scarf and a well-worn hat completed the look of Bull. As Bryce, going 
back to another young boy, I had the actor remove the vest from his base costume and put 
another flat cap on. The suspenders with the cap created the look of a younger person but was a 
different look than that of Amos from earlier in the story. As many of Man 1’s characters were 
of a lower class I kept his base in warm brown tones and many of his characters in a similar color 
palette, only for the father did I go with a contrasting dark black outfit to show the difference in 




Plate 1.05: Man 1 
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Woman 2   
Woman 2 played the roles of Nellie, Lucy the Dog, the Old Lady, and the voice of the Old 
Doll. Knowing she would be playing the part of a dog I wanted to make sure her base costume 
would be easy to move in and comfortable throughout the production. A pair of pleated pants 
that hit just above the knee would be easy to crawl around the stage in yet could give the 
illusion of being a skirt with the fullness of the pleats, an item that was popular for women’s 
athletic wear in the early 1900s. Made of custom-dyed raw silk in a muted teal color, she 
contrasted nicely against Woman 1’s pink dress. A lace blouse and comfortable low-heeled 
shoes that were easy to move and crawl in completed her base look. As Nellie, a modest 
housewife of fisherman Lawrence, she wears a pink and white striped skirt with an apron 
attached to it giving her a warm motherly look. Transitioning to Lucy the Dog was the biggest 
challenge for this character. I wanted to make sure the audience of children understood she was 
a dog without making it so comedic they would be distracted by her appearance the whole time. 
A headband with fur-covered ears, a belt of the teal silk with a flexible tail attached, and wrist 
guard supports covered in a fur cuff completed her transformation to Lucy. The wrist guards 
were necessary as she was crawling on her hands and knees for a large portion of the 
production and her wrist would fatigue quickly from the strain on them. The fur on the pieces 
was comprised of many different colors of fake fur fabric we had, to give Lucy a patchwork look, 
much like Bull and the rest of the Hobos. As the Old Lady, she wore a wrap skirt made from a 
dark rust-colored fabric with patches of contrasting fabric and a blue trim along the bottom to 
give it more character on the large busy stage. A green textured lace head shawl completed her 
look. I would usually keep green away from an actor’s face as it discolors their complexion and 
makes them unattractive, but this is exactly what I wanted for the Old Lady as she is an angry, 
ugly human who uses Edward for her personal gain. As the voice of the Old Doll, in the end, she 
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wore her base costume to show she was not playing a character herself but just her voice was 
being added to that of a doll on stage. Keeping her in cooler colors for her base I was able to 





Plate 1.06: Woman 2 
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Man 2  
Man 2 played the young boat boy Martin, Fisherman Lawrence, a Hobo named Jack, the 
diner cook Neal, and Lucious the doll mender. For his base costume, I had the actor in grey 
1930s pleat front pants, a striped cream shirt with a 1920s period collar, and suspenders. Much 
like Man 1, I had him add a flat cap along with a pair of glasses to become Martin, conveying a 
youthful look. As Lawrence, a fisherman in New England, one way to get the audience to 
understand his character as easily as possible was to have him in a traditional yellow fisherman’s 
coat and hat. Knowing we did not have one in our stock I remembered back to a show I worked 
on eight years previously at a regional theatre that had yellow fisherman coats and hats that 
were already distressed to not look perfect. I was able to get in contact with the rental manager 
at that theatre and get the pieces I needed for Lawrence rented at a reasonable price. Once 
inside the house, the director and I decided Lawrence would not still wear his yellow coat, so I 
added a dark grey cardigan that portrayed his fatherly warmness towards Susana for the 
remainder of this role. Like the rest of the Hobos, when he became Jack, I added a tattered coat 
and hat to his look. For the role of Neal the diner cook, he rolled up sleeves, added a full front 
apron with a paper cook hat completing the look. I was able to purchase a large pack of paper 
hats, so the actor could use them as he pleased by crumpling them and tearing them in 
frustration at hearing Bryce could not pay his bill. Lucious was his final character, and an 
important one to Edward's journey, I wanted to make him stand out from the rest of his outfits, 
which so far had leaned towards the cooler side of the color palette. Lucious wore a warm 
brown tweed jacket, a bowtie, and wire-rimmed glasses. The mirroring of Lucious’ and Edward’s 








The Violinist, was a singular character, but played the important role of helping continue 
the story along and creating emotion with her music. Frequently in the background, I wanted 
her to blend in when needed but stand out against the set in the times she was present. A dusty 
purple dress with a chiffon shoulder covering gave her movement and grace across the stage. I 
knew purple would work well to blend with both a warm and cool lighting design depending on 
the scene, yet stand out against the brown and grey set when she needed to have more 
attention brought to her with the assistance of whiter light. Since the Violinist existed in the 
space at all times yet didn’t need to belong to the period, I was able to pull a dress that flattered 








Scene Breakdown  
PAGE(S) SCENE SUMMARY LOCATION YEAR CHARACTERS ACTORS EDWARD SPECIAL 
Note: The musician is omnipresent, and therefore note included in the notes below, but s/he never goes far from Edward   
                  
7 I-A-1 Prologue Egypt Street (ES) 1925 Storyteller Becca 
Pinstripe 
Suit None 
                  
7-10 I-B-1 Edward & Abilene ES- Parlor 1925 Storyteller Becca 
Pinstripe 
Suit None 
          Pellegrina Becca     
          Abilene Anne-Marie     
          Father Cameron E.     
                  
10 I-B-2 Narration-Pajamas ES-Parlor 1925 Storyteller Becca N/A None 
                  





          Abilene Anne-Marie     
          Father Cameron E.     
12-13 I-B-4 After school ES-Parlor 1925 Abilene Anne-Marie 
Pinstripe 
Suit None 
                





Patience ES-Parlor 1928 Father Cameron E. 
Pinstripe 
Suit None 
          Abilene Anne-Marie     
13 I-B-7 Narration - Patience (TRANSITION) 1928 Storyteller Becca N/A None 
         
13-14 I-C-1 Bedtime ES-Abilene's Room 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Silk PJs None 
          Pellegrina Becca     
                  
15-16 I-C-2 Planning voyage ES-Abilene's Room 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Silk PJs None 
          Pellegrina Becca     
                  
16-18 I-C-3 The Story 
ES-Abilene's Room + 
Fantasy 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Silk PJs MAGIC! 
          Pellegrina Becca    
                  
18-19 I-C-4 Post-story ES-Abilene's Room 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Silk PJs None 
          Pellegrina Becca     
                  
19 I-C-5 Narration-Sailing (TRANSITION) 1928 Storyteller Becca N/A None 
                  
19-20 I-D-1 Sailing Ship 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Sailor Suit None 
          Society Lady Cat     
                  
20-22 I-D-2 Confrontation Ship 1928 Abilene Anne-Marie Sailor Suit None 
          Martin Cameron N.     
          Amos Cameron E.     
22-23 I-D-3 Edward Overboard Ship 1928 Storyteller Becca Sailor Suit Edward toss 
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          Abilene Anne-Marie     
                  
23-24 I-E-1 Sinking Underwater 1928 Storyteller Becca Sailor Suit Sinking  
         
24 I-E-2 The Storm Underwater 1929 Storyteller Becca Rip Suit Storm Effect 
      (TRANSITION)           
24-25 I-F-1 Caught in a Net Lawrence's Boat 1929 Lawrence Cameron N. None None 
      (TRANSITION)           
25 I-G-1 To Lawrence's In Town 1929 Lawrence Cameron N. None None 
          Margorie Anne-Marie     
                  
26 I-H-1 Nellie meets Edwards L&N's Kitchen 1929 Lawrence Cameron N. None None 
          Nellie Cat     
          Traveler Becca     
                  
30 I-H-2 Becoming Susanna (TRANSITION) 1929 Traveler Becca     
                  
30 I-H-3 Nellie talks to Edward L&N's Kitchen 1929 Nellie Cat Dress   
          Lawrence Cameron N.     
                  
30 I-H-4 Stargazing Outside the kitchen   Lawrence Cameron N. Dress Star-scape 
                  
30 I-H-5 Mockingbird song L&N's Kitchen 1929 Traveler Becca Dress   
          Nellie Cat     
          Lawrence Cameron N.     
                  
31 I-H-6 Lolly meets Edward L&N's Kitchen 1930 Traveler Becca Dress   
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          Lawrence Cameron N.     
          Nellie Cat     
          Lolly Anne-Marie     
33 I-H-7 Lolly steals Edward L&N's Kitchen 1930 Traveler Becca Dress   
          Lolly Anne-Marie     
                  
         
33 I-I-1 Tossed in the trash Dump 1930 Traveler Becca Dress   
          Lolly Anne-Marie     
                  
         
34 I-I-2 Digging up Edwards Dump 1931 Traveler Becca Dress   
          Bull Cameron E.     
          Lucy Cat     
                  
36 I-J-1 Edward hits the road 
Traveling 
(TRANSITION) 1931 Traveler Becca Dress   
          Bull Cameron E.     
          Lucy Cat     
                  
36 I-K-1 First night with Bull First campsite 1931 Traveler Becca Outlaw Star-scape 
          Bull Cameron E.     
          Lucy Cat     
                  
37 I-L-1 Setting off  (TRANSITION) 1931 Traveler Becca Outlaw   
          Bull Cameron E.     
          Lucy Cat     
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38 I-M-1 Life at the hobo camp Second campsite 1931 Traveler Becca Outlaw Star-scape 
          Bull Cameron E.     
          Lucy Cat     
          Jack Cameron N.     
          Man Becca     
          Woman Anne-Marie     
         
42 I-N-1 Fight with watchman Country road/boxcar 1938 Traveler Becca Outlaw Train  
          Bull Cameron E.   Starscape 
          Lucy Cat     
          Watchman Becca     
                  
46 I-O-1 Woman finds Edward Field 1938 Traveler Becca Outlaw Starscape 
          Old lady Cat     
                  
47 2-A-1 Hanging Edward Garden 1938 Traveler Becca Outlaw Crows 
          Old lady Cat     
          Bryce Cameron E.     
                  
49 2-A-2 Night in the garden Garden 1938 Traveler Becca Outlaw Starscape 
          Star 1 Cameron N.     
          Star 2 Anne-Marie     
          Star 3 Cameron E.     
          Star 4 Cat     
                  
50 2-A-3 Bryce takes Edward  Garden 1938 Bryce Cameron E. Outlaw   
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51 2-B-1 Life with Sarah Ruth Shack 1938 Traveler Becca Puppet puppet 
          Bryce Cameron E.   (Father) 
          Sarah Ruth Anne-Marie     
          Father Becca     
                  
56 2-B-2 Falling star Outside shack 1938 Traveler Becca Puppet Star-scape 
          Bryce Cameron E.   Falling Star 
          Sarah Ruth Anne-Marie     
                  
57 2-B-3 Sarah Ruth passes on Shack 1938 Traveler Becca Puppet   
          Bryce Cameron E.     
          Sarah Ruth Anne-Marie     
                  
58 2-C-1 To Memphis (TRANSITION) 1939 Traveler Becca Puppet   
          Bryce Cameron E.     
                  
59 2-D-1 Dancing for coins Streets of Memphis 1939 Traveler Becca Puppet   
          Bryce Cameron E.     
60 2-E-1 At the diner Diner 1939 Traveler Becca  Broken Breaks 
          Bryce Cameron E.     
          Marlene Anne-Marie     
          Neal Cameron N.     
                  
62 2-F-1 Edward's dream Edward's dream 1939 Bull Cameron E. N/A Flies 
          Lucy Cat   Transitions 
          Nellie Cat     
          Lawrence Cameron N.     
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          Abilene Anne-Marie     
          Bryce Cameron E.     
65 2-G-1 Edward restored Lucius' shop 1939 Traveler Becca New Suit   
          Lucious Cameron N.     
                  
66 2-G-2 Edward with the doll Lucius' shop 1939 Traveler Becca New Suit   
          Lucious Cameron N.     
          Doll Anne-Marie     
          Old doll Cat     
                  
69 2-G-3 Waiting  Lucius' shop 1939 Traveler Becca New Suit   
                  
69 2-G-4 Finale Lucius' shop 1940 Traveler Becca New Suit   
          Lucious Cameron N.     
          Abilene Anne-Marie     
                  
 
Figure 1.05: Scene Breakdown  
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Pull, Build, Buy List 
BUILD   BUY/RENT   PULL       
EDWARD   MUSICIAN   TRAVELER    VIOLINIST    
                
Suit Jacket build Tank pull Tank Pull Tank pull 
Suit Pants build Socks pull Socks buy Tights pull 
White Shirt buy Pants build Knickers Build Shoes pull 
    Shirt pull Shirt  pull Dress  build 
Pajamas build Jacket build Vest build     
    Vest build Boots pull     
Sailor Clean build Tie build         
    Pocket Square build Pellegrina Coat build     
Sailor Distressed build Shoes buy         
    Wings build Conductor Jacket pull     
Susanna Dress build     Conductor Hat pull     
                
Hobo Look build             
                
End pants buy             
End Vest buy             
End Shirt buy             
End Tie pull             
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MAN 1   WOMAN 1   MAN 2   WOMAN 2   
                
Undershirt pull Tank  pull Undershirt pull Tank pull 
Socks pull Tights pull Socks pull Tights pull 
Shirt pull Dress build Shirt pull Shirt build 
Vest pull Shoes buy Pants pull Pants build 
Pant pull     Suspenders pull Shoes pull 
Shoes buy Abilene Young Skirt build shoes pull     
            Pashmina pull 
Father Jacket pull Marjory Cardigan pull Cap 1  pull     
Father Hat pull Marjory Head Scarf pull     Nellie Skirt build 
        Fisherman Coat rent Nellie Apron pull 
Cap 1  pull Lollie Skirt build Fisherman Hat rent     
        Hobo Coat pull Dog Ears build 
Hobo Coat pull Hobo Coat pull Hobo Scarf pull Dog tail  build 
Hobo Hat pull Hobo Scarf pull         
Hobo Scart pull     Cook Apron pull Old Lady Skirt build 
    Ruth Anne Blanket pull Cook Hat buy  Old Lady Scarf pull 
Cap 2  pull             
    Waitress Apron pull Glasses pull     
        Tweed Jacket pull     
    
Abilene Adult 
Cardigan  pull         
                




Date Item Cost BUDGET LEFT 
8/30/2019 Mood- swatches and floral fabric 36.95 349.3 
9/11/2019 Fisherman Coat - ASF Rental 66   
9/9/2019 Mood- Blue Suit Fabric  364.87   
9/5/2019 Edward  DI 20 TOTAL SPENT 
9/6/2019 Dharma- silk chiffon 76.39 1750.7 
9/10/2019 Arda Wigs  80   
9/10/2019 Mood- Brown Wool  139.94 BUDGET 
9/11/2019 Amazon Socks 15.5 2100 
9/11/2019 Amazon- Hose 10.99   
9/13/2019 JCP Man 1 Shirt  27.06   
9/25/2019 JCP Return Shirt -17.11   
9/25/2019 JCP Return Shipping  -10.96   
9/13/2019 Stacy Adams- Man 1 Shoes 146.31   
  Stacy Adams- tax return -8.81   
9/20/2019 Paul Fredrick- Shirt  145.99   
9/20/2019 Dharma- detergent, and swatches  96.84   
9/20/2019 Amazon- paper hats  6.75   
  MONEY TO MUSICIAN (ask Shawn) 50   
9/23/2019 Amazon- magnets  39.8   
9/24/2019 Amazon- Tank (127.48 total) 14.5   
  Amazon- Pashmina (127.48 total) 23.98   
  Amazon-musician shoes #1 (127.48 total)  89   
9/25/2019 Walmart- insoles  7.88   
9/27/2019 Amazon-violinist shoes 68.15   
9/27/2019 B Black & Sons  247.89   
9/26/2019 Amazon-musician shoes #2  89   
9/26/2019 Amazon- watch  12.79   
  Amazon-musician Shoes #1 return  -89   
        
 




As my first realized costume design, I was very satisfied with the final product of The 
Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane and felt it was a very successful production. Collaborating 
with the director, designers, and stage management teams was seamless and efficient. The 
director's rough idea of what he wanted at the initial meetings helped guide me, with assistance 
from my faculty, to create a cohesive costume design that worked with the numerous quick 
changes the small cast had to handle on stage. The costume shop, lead by Lydia Semler, worked 
well to create the builds I required for my designs and kept in good communication with me 
throughout the whole build process so everything turned out exactly as I wanted and well in 
time for dress rehearsal.   
The Edwards were the biggest challenge when it came to having the costumes built for 
the dolls. Numerous production meetings and additional side meetings centered around the 
dolls, figuring out who would build them, what they would look like, how big they would be, and 
how many dolls we would need in the end for smooth transitions while staying within budget. In 
the never-ending battle between props and costumes, we eventually settled on props building 
the rabbit dolls themselves with some support from the costume shop, and the costume shop 
building the clothes for the dolls with the wardrobe team being in charge of making sure the 
dolls were dressed and ready for placement every show. The Edwards ended up being perfect 
for the production and everyone was very pleased with the outcome.   
Outside of the Edwards, there were not too many difficulties for this production. I had a 
very supportive faculty and shop staff to advise and ask me questions if I had forgotten 
something. The lighting designer, Katelyn Westergard, frequently came into the costume shop 
to ask about color choices. I gave her fabric swatches of built items and allowed her to borrow 
pulled and purchased pieces for lighting test to make sure the costumes would read exactly on 
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stage as I had intended. This made for a smooth tech and dress rehearsal process. The set was 
well built, and the scene shop made sure to smooth out any pieces of ragged edges so the 
delicate fabrics on some of the costumes would not be ruined.   
Overall, this production went exceptionally well. The story was beautifully told by the 
actors and Matt’s direction, the audiences were moved with Edward’s transformation every 
time, in both the adult’s and the children’s shows. There is nothing I can think of that I would 
have changed about how this production was executed from start to finish. I took this costume 
design to the 2020 Region 8 Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival mere weeks 
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A Flea in Her Ear is a farce that follows the mischief created by Raymonde Chandebise 
and her best friend Lucienne. Raymonde assumes her husband, Victor, is cheating on her as he is 
no longer “husbandly” in the bedroom. Lucienne suggests writing an anonymous sultry letter to 
Victor inviting him to meet a mystery lady at the Frisky Puss Hotel, a notorious place for 
scandalous activities. Victor believes the letter to be for his handsome best friend, Tournel. 
Lucienne’s husband, Don Carlos, a hot-tempered Spaniard recognizes Lucienne’s handwriting 
and assumes she is cheating on him with Victor. There is much confusion and anger at the Frisky 
Puss Hotel as all the characters just miss each other and identities are confused. Even the hotel 
bellhop, Poche, is a doppelganger for Victor. Meanwhile, Camille, Victor's nephew, is sleeping 
with Antoinette the housemaid who is married to the butler Etienne. Ferraillon and Olympia, the 
hotel owners, their maid Eugenie, and Baptiste, the uncle whose job is to distract angry 
husbands, are confused and try to keep their business running throughout the whole ordeal 
while managing their other clients, Rugby and Dr. Finache. In the end, everything is revealed, 
including Poche and Victor being two different people and everyone makes up with their 
partners.  
This play was fully produced in the Fall of 2020 at Utah State University in the Morgan 
Theatre but never made it to performances because of pandemic closures. We managed to have 
a limited photo shoot so we could capture the hard work of everyone involved. Nancy Hills, the 
Head of Costume Design, was my mentor for this project with much help added by Lydia Semler, 
the Costume Shop Manager. Our decision to continue on with this production in the beginning 
of the school year was out of a want and need to continue the education of all students within 
the theatre arts program. Making sure all Covid-19 precautions were taken the entire process 
was key in making sure all students and faculty stayed safe and healthy throughout the 
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semester. The faculty’s dedication to the students education, and the student teamwork that 
ensued from the leadership of the faculty helped make the Utah State University theatre 
department one of the few in the country who continued to make art throughout the pandemic 
giving the students an advantage for their future careers over many other programs who halted 
everything entirely. My budget was two thousand one hundred dollars, and our original build 
timeline was ten weeks but we had closer to sixteen weeks (plus winter holiday) with all the 
delays, which helped with the strict Covid-19 guidelines limiting the time allotted in the costume 
shop as many of the costumes for this production were fully built from scratch.   
Guest Director: Valerie Rachelle  
Stage manager: Karina Lopez  
Set Designer: Sera Shearer  
Lighting Designer: Katelyn Westergard  
Sound Designer: Connor Stevens  
Prop Master: Steve Matthews  
Costume Shop Manager: Lydia Semler  
Assistant Costume Designer: Ana Maria Licon  
Wig Master: Rebecca Ashby  
Mask Charge: Kallie Anderson  
Drapers: Amanda Aiken, Rebecca Ashby, Kayla Cook,  
Adriane Dudley, Lauren Haskins, Alex Heder, Sallie Hull, 





Concept of Design  
This production of A Flea in Her Ear had its first design meeting with director Valerie 
Rachelle in May of 2020 at the end of the previous school year and continued our conversation 
throughout the summer. Valerie is a guest director to Utah State University, who is Artistic 
Director of the Oregon Cabaret Theatre and on faculty at Southern Oregon University. As the 
costume designer for this production going into my second year of graduate school, I was 
excited to work with a guest director with such a positive reputation. I was also incredibly 
pleased to work with Sera Shearer, a first-year graduate student, as the set designer for this 
production. Valerie had a strong sense of what she wanted for the set and costumes. She 
wanted them to be big, bold, and as over the top as we could make them to match the story, 
including keeping it in the original time and place of France in 1900. This play is fun, flirty, and 
bawdy with miscommunication and ridiculous assumptions, and a seedy hotel that specializes in 
clandestine relationships. It is a true period bedroom farce of lust and admiration that stands 
throughout time as a side-splitting comedy that continues to resonate with modern audiences.   
The television show "Harlots" was referenced throughout the initial design collaborative 
conversation with the director and greatly influenced the color palette and style choices of the 
design teams (Figure 2.01, 2.02). There is a bold difference in the two main houses, one in 
pastels and gilded framework the other in vibrant jewel tones and just slightly on the edge of 
worn down. I worked closely with the scenic designer, Sera Shearer, to make sure my costumes 
stood apart from the sets yet felt like they belonged in the same world. This was important so 
the costumes would be seen by the audience while making sense as to why the two 
houses’ characters were dressed so differently. For the Chandebise House, I kept the 
flirty innocent feeling of the play with lighter-weight silk fabrics with lots of trims and details in 
pastel colors on the ladies, and the men in clothing that accentuated their personalities along 
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with the time period and summer season. For the Frisky Puss Hotel everyone was in 
overly accentuated silhouettes with bold, vibrant colors that clashed and complimented each 
other at the same time to add to the feeling of chaos the hotel constantly deals with. As the 
production was created during peak Covid-19 we had to make sure masks that covered both 
nose and mouth were part of the design. Farce and Commedia dell’arte go hand in hand, and 
I instantly knew I wanted to create masks that were caricatures of the 
characters. Commedia is a traditional form of mask work in theatre and has allowed performers 
to emphasize their facial features for centuries. Traditional Commedia masks cover the eyes and 
nose, leaving the mouth exposed for exaggerated mouth movement and for sound to travel 
easily. With Covid mask protocols we had to switch this to covering their nose and mouth, giving 
the performers their eyes to exaggerate and further express their characters with. This added a 
whole new level to the costumes and gave the actors a terrific way to practice a new 
version of Commedia.   
 
       
 
Figure 2.01: Harlots Inspiration- Hotel Figure 2.02: Harlots Inspiration- Chandebise 
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Research and Design  
Keeping true to the 1900 period look, corsets and bustles were utilized to create the 
exaggerated shapes the period calls for. This not only creates beautiful silhouettes for the 
characters, but also helps the audience place the time period this show takes place in. This era 
also made it easy to utilize the bold and vastly different color palettes for each house the 
director wanted, and to add all the trims and details that put the costumes over the top with 
insinuating lines and ruffles that emphasized bust lines in bold contrasting colors to the main 
garment. Women’s, and to an extent men’s, fashion at this time was starting to travel faster 
across the world with magazines and designers creating “seasons”, meaning there were many 
unique styles of clothing and colors that people would have utilized for their wardrobe to make 
it their very own. This historical timing of fashion was useful for me, as it would have been very 
plausible to have such different fashions for the two houses.  
This play takes place over a single day of chaos, so I was able to create an elaborate 
single costume for each character. The performer who played Victor, the head of the house, also 
plays Poche, the drunken hotel bellhop, so that would be the only person to have any kind of 
costume change throughout the entire production. Drawing much of my research from photos, 
fashion plates, and artist drawings from the period, I was able to create a plate for each 
character that evoked their personality, silhouette, and specific character attributes. These 
plates are shown below each character in their descriptions. Valarie loved having such detailed 
boards for each character in our early meetings as she knew exactly where I was going with each 









Figure 2.03: Initial Sketches 1 




Outside of the costume design, I had to produce a mask solution to comply with 
university and CDC Covid-19 protocols. These included masks which must be fitted to the face, 
have a fabric of a tight enough weave to catch the Coronavirus particles and be able to be 
cleaned between wearing. To achieve this, I went with a hard fitted mask with a charcoal filter 
over the mouth and nose openings that were necessary for air movement and sound to escape.   
Wanting the mask to be as fitted to each performer's face as possible, with the help of 
my mask charge I was able to do an alginate mold on everyone to create a plaster casting of 
their faces. Once the performers' faces were recreated in plaster, I used modeling clay to build 
up features for their specific character. From there the clay was covered in foil wrap and a 
double layer of buckram, a woven thermoplastic that when submerged in hot water becomes 
limp and moldable and hardens again once dry. Once the masks were dry, they were covered 
inside and out with three coats of Mod-Podge to fully seal them so they could be sprayed with 
an anti-viral spray between wearing. Matching paint to each performer's skin tone, we painted 
the mask, added facial hair of cotton wadding and Mod-Podge to get volume and structure, and 
exaggerated contouring and makeup for each individual before a final clear coat was applied to 
seal the paint. Window insulation foam and moleskin were used to create a comfortable and 
well-sealed mask-wearing experience, while narrow elastic was stitched on for ear loops per 
each performer's measurements. The final piece to each mask included a charcoal filter which 
would attach via hook and loop tape to the inside of each mask that could be thrown away and 
replaced with a new one each time they wore the mask.   
Throughout the full process of making the mask, I worked closely with the Sound 
Designer, Connor Steven. I gave them prototypes to work with to make sure the microphone 
placement would work with the mask and to adjust the sound equipment to compensate for the 
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slight muffled and echo sound that came from wearing the mask. This helped audiences hear 
the performers through the mask. The final product was Covid-19 safe, comfortable to wear, 






                           
 
 
                          
 
 
                              
Plate 2.01 Mask: Raymonde Plate 2.02: Mask: Victor / Poche 
Plate 2.03: Mask: Lucienne Plate 2.04: Mask: Don Carlos 
Plate 2.05: Mask: Antoinette Plate 2.06: Mask: Etienne 
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Plate 2.07: Mask: Camille Plate 2.08: Mask: Romaine 
Plate 2.09: Mask: Dr. Finache Plate 2.10: Mask: Ferraillon 
Plate 2.11: Mask: Olympia Plate 2.12: Mask: Eugenie 
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Plate 2.13: Mask: Baptiste Plate 2.14: Mask: Rugby 
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Figure 2.05: Mask Process and Completion: Men 
Figure 2.06: Mask Completion: Men 
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Figure 2.07: Mask Completion: Women  
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Character Descriptions  
Raymonde Chandebise  
Leading lady Raymonde is the wife of Victor Chandebise. She is a sweet and innocent 
woman who is suddenly miffed by Victor’s sudden lack of being “husbandly” and assumes he 
must be cheating on her. Revealing her puzzlement to her best friend Lucienne they come up 
with a plan to catch Victor in his adulterous ways. Raymonde is entertained by this idea but is 
unsure of how much she wants to participate in the scheme. Victor’s best friend, Romaine 
Tournel, is in love with Raymonde and tries to woo her while she is in a distressed and 
vulnerable state.  
In her research figure (Figure 2.08) you can see my inspiration for keeping her look light 
and airy to convey her sweet innocence. I kept Raymonde in the Chandebise pastel color palette 
of a pale pink dress with cream and teal details. Her full bust is emphasized by ruffles but still 
covered up as she is a proper lady of the time. The dress is made of a custom dyed pink silk 
organza, a teal satin, a cream lace, and various other lace and organza trims created to add on 
top as finishing details. In act two as Raymonde and Tournel meet in the hotel room, no one 
expecting the other, they tousle as Tournel chases after Raymonde and her suspenders come 
loose. To achieve this on-stage trick of Raymonde losing her garter belt, I created a fake one 
with a few snaps and had the garter belt snap to the inside of her petticoat which she prepped 
between acts one and two. This production is very physical so I had to make sure the performer 
could easily move, fall, run, and flail in her costume while keeping the period look. Her deep 
brown wig is styled in an up-do that accentuates her uptightness and perfectionism. 
Raymonde’s mask design has rounded cheeks and a perfectly proportioned very straight nose 
along with thinned disapproving lip, the makeup is simple and matches the pinks of her dress.
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Figure 2.08: Research: Raymonde 
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Plate 2.15: Raymonde  
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Lucienne Homenides Histangua  
  Lucienne is the wife of Don Carlos and the best friend of Raymonde. She loves to create 
mischief and her idea is the whole reason the chaotic day happens. Her scheme causes 
problems for herself as Don Carlos recognizes her handwriting on the letter meant to trick Victor 
into a meet-up at the Frisky Puss Hotel. Don Carlos then resolves to kill both Victor and Lucienne 
for deceiving him.  
Like Raymonde, Lucienne is in pastels but of blue and yellow. From her research board 
(Figure 2.09) you can see the inspiration for her light sheer layers and period hair style. The 
skirt’s blue silk chiffon with yellow organza ribbon trim creates defined layers that complement 
the cape her husband wears. The yellow cotton eyelet blouse under the blue bodice creates a 
feeling of sheerness that would have been mildly scandalous at the time. With a light cape that 
comes on and off, she can easily show she has just come from outside or is shortly leaving. Her 
blonde wig is styled in a loose updo with a long playful tail that comes around her shoulder she 
can use to whip around and create dramatic movements. Lucienne’s mask has sharper angled 
cheeks and a broader nose with a long, pointed chin, a slightly more feminine look to that of her 
husband’s facial features with playful simple makeup to convey her innocence. 
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Figure 2.09: Research: Lucienne 
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Plate 2.16: Lucienne 
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Victor Chandebise and Poche  
Victor is the leading male of the play, the head of the Chandebise household, husband 
to Raymonde, and owner of a company for which many of the characters work. His bedroom 
troubles come directly from watching a play in which a couple on a train trip is interrupted by a 
knocking on their cabin door causing that husband to “lose his husband-ness”, and now Victor 
has created his own imaginary knocking every night with his wife.  
Not wanting to disclose this to his wife for fear she will ridicule him; he confides in 
Dr. Finache who has previously prescribed him a pair of “American” suspenders. For these 
suspenders, I created a pair of red white, and blue elastics that connect in the same style as a 
Victorian-era female menstruation bandage suspender. These suspenders would be entertaining 
to anyone who knows of Victorian and Edwardian era menstruation support, yet still fun to see 
the weird style of suspender for anyone who is not aware of the original purpose.   
The performer playing Victor also plays Poche, the drunk bellhop at the Frisky Puss 
Hotel. Poche is lazy but in need of work and does the minimum effort needed to keep his job. 
Their similarities cause more chaos and confusion throughout acts two and three. Victor gets 
yelled at by the hotel owner to get back to work, and Poche gets confused as to why Camille and 
Antoinette panic at seeing him in the hotel where they conduct their affair. To portray both 
characters with very minimal changes I settled on the actor wearing a cotton velvet trouser in 
dark green with a plumb vest and black cutaway jacket for Victor. Poche only needs the jacket to 
be switched out to a bellhop style jacket in the same dark green velvet with fuchsia trim.   
The dark green velvet was proper enough for Victor to feasibly wear and gave him a hint 
of color when most characters of importance in that era would be relegated to blacks and greys. 
As Poche, the full green outfit fit into the colors of the hotel workers’ palette. His natural hair 
was styled in a crisp side part with a pomade so the actor could increasingly mess up his hair 
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throughout the play as the confusion became increasingly chaotic. The Victor/Poche mask I kept 
small and well-proportioned with no facial hair to convey the properness of Victor and 
simpleness of Poche. With there being no distinctive features, he is a common enough face to 




Figure 2.10: Research: Victor 
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 Plate 2.17: Poche  
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Don Carlos Homenides Histangua  
Don Carlos is every bit of the stereotypical red-blooded, hot-tempered, Spaniard male 
as there can be; he is quick to draw his pistol or saber at the slightest provocation and claims to 
be the epitome of manhood both in and out of the bedroom. With his fondness of weapons, 
assault, and the temper of an angry bull, I wanted Don Carlos to have a combined militaristic 
and bullfighter aesthetic to his costume.   
A full three-piece suit, pants, jacket, and a cape were built in a cool grey wool with red 
and gold details and finished off with a two-inch heeled red snakeskin boot. The actor playing 
Don Carlos is well over six feet tall and of a slender build. I designed the cut of the suit and trim 
details, along with the few extra inches added from the shoes to accentuate his height and 
imposing demeanor which is a comical contrast on stage to the petite build of Victor. Styling his 
hair in a slicked-back way added to the suaveness of his character. Don Carlos’ mask presents a 
comedically large mustache, wide cheekbones, a long, pointed nose, and matching 




Figure 2.12: Research: Don Carlos 
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Antoinette, the maid of the Chandebise household, is married to Etienne the butler, and 
having an affair with Camille Chandebise the nephew of Victor. She is flirty and only just 
adequate at her job. I kept her in a period-appropriate silhouette for a maid but added some 
color with a dusty plumb wool skirt and a tan cotton top with pin-tuck and lace details along 
with matching covered buttons down the front. Her embroidered boots are practical with a flair 
of fashion to show her edginess. Antoinette’s blonde wig is styled in a practical up-do for her 
line of work, with a small hat she puts on for traveling. The mask she wears has big rosy cheeks, 
a small chin, and bright red lips.  
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Figure 2.13: Research: Antoinette 
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Etienne is the butler of the Chandebise household and is married to Antoinette 
the maid. He suspects his wife is having an affair but can never catch her in the act, although he 
comes close to doing so at many points throughout the play. Our Etienne was played by a 
female-presenting person while the role of Etienne was to stay as a male character. While I 
chose to keep Etienne in period-appropriate butler style clothing, grey pants, a black vest, and a 
black jacket, I had to choose pieces that would hide the female figure of the performer. I chose a 
short dark blonde wig styled in waves to hide the performer's long hair, and Etienne’s mask 
included a blonde mustache and a larger broad nose with a significant bump to add to the 
masculinity of the character.  
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Camille Chandebise, the nephew of Victor Chandebise, is a petite young man with a cleft 
palate which makes it impossible for him to pronounce his consonants. While his family assumes 
his speech impediment would keep him away from women and keep him innocent, he is 
sleeping with the maid Antoinette and it is implied she is not his first. Early in the play, Dr. 
Finache presents Camille with a silver palate to correct his speech impediment, yet he tends to 
lose and find it often throughout the rest of the play. This confuses many of the characters as 
one minute they can understand his speech and the next they cannot. As the play takes place in 
the summer, I placed Camille in a medium blue suit that matches the esthetic of the Chandebise 
household. This is different from my original idea of having him in a tan suit. After a few casting 
changes happened due to students leaving the program, and other Covid related issues, the 
person playing Camille was much more petite than originally cast. I wanted them to stand out 
still as an important character, so I switched Camille and Romaine’s colors, putting Camille in 
blue. We also happened to have a blue suit in stock of that actor’s size, which solidified the color 
change. The performer's hair was neatly styled, and his mask contains pronounced cheekbones, 
a prominent chin, a well-proportioned nose, and slightly pink lips to emphasize his youth in 
comparison to the older men. 
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Figure 2.15: Research: Camille 
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Romain Tournel  
Romain Tournel is the best friend of Victor Chandebise. He is the overly attractive male 
figure in the play that gets much of the ladies’ attention, and he is fully aware of it. Romaine is 
also infatuated with Victor’s wife Raymonde and comes close to having her when she suspects 
Victor is cheating. A well-fitting dark tan suit complimented the performer's build nicely and 
emphasized his attractiveness. This worked well with the color swap that happened with 
Camille, as blue on this actor would have made him look too youthful. I had the performer cut 
his hair with short sides but slightly longer on top so he had movement with his hair he could 
play with. Romain’s mask has rounder pink cheeks, a strong nose, and a sturdy square jaw.  
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Figure 2.16: Research: Romain 
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Plate 2.20: Camille, Victor, Romain  
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Dr. Finache  
Dr. Finache is the doctor and friend of Victor and the unintentional puppet master for 
many of the shenanigans that happen throughout the play. The Doctor is questionable in his 
skills, but also enjoys teasing the other characters without their knowledge. At one point he 
tells a male character it is their ovaries that are sick and may need to be removed while pointing 
to an ankle. Keeping Dr. Finache in an entirely black outfit, including a long frock coat and top 
hat, is meant to keep him looking the serious part of a doctor and hide the silliness within him. 
He had neatly styled hair and his mask had droopy cheeks, a smaller nose, and a mustache with 
goatee so common for the time period. 
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Figure 2.17: Research: Dr. Finache 
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Ferraillon is the owner of the Frisky Puss Hotel with his wife Olympia, and both his 
personality and clothing are as loud as the décor of the hotel itself. He is in a constant battle to 
keep all his employees in order along with keeping all his customers happy, something the 
Chandebise household and friends make near impossible. With much of the hotel set decorated 
in vibrant shades of green, pink, and gold, I had to make sure Ferraillon’s outfit stood out against 
it. His loud fuchsia, black, and gold plaid pants were a statement but blended nicely with the 
atmosphere of the hotel. Along with a green satin vest and a gold damask frock coat you can see 
the importance in which he holds himself but like the hotel itself is all a façade. Ferraillon’s mask 
has a large wide nose, a very prominent bushy mustache, and a large cleft chin.
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Figure 2.18: Research: Ferraillon 
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Olympia, the wife of Ferraillon, is fondly referred to as “Butter Bottom” from her days as 
a dancer and prostitute before marrying and running the Frisky Puss Hotel. She is portrayed as 
quite ditzy and is easily frazzled throughout the play. With her costume, I wanted to emphasize 
the female figure and padded out her corset quite a bit. I wanted a bold floral printed fabric for 
her gown. When I could not find the fabric I wanted to purchase, I had a violet silk dupioni hand 
painted by the Draper, Jess Wallace, to match my rendering. Multiple layers of ruffles around 
the edge and neckline of the dress helped bring out the business of Olympia’s personality along 
with her green lace boots keeping in the color palette of the hotel. Her wig is a dark red that is 
not of a natural shade and styled in a big double bun on the sides of her head, with tendrils to 
frame her face and comically short curled bangs. A floral fascinator tops off her head, and from 
head to toe, she is as extravagantly tacky as the hotel she runs. Olympia’s mask has large bright 
pink cheeks, a cute upturned nose, and large red lips.
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Figure 2.19: Research: Olympia 
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Eugenie is the maid at the Frisky Puss Hotel who is constantly running around trying to 
appease customers. While keeping the style of her costume in a typical maid outfit, I changed 
the colors to reflect that of the hotels. A silk multi-colored plaid blouse and mint green pinafore 
with a fuchsia ruffle kept the period silhouette I wanted and the color palette of the chaotic 
hotel décor. Her blonde wig was styled in a Gibson girl updo with a ruffled fascinator of the 
blouse fabric. Eugenie’s mask was simpler with pale pink round cheeks, a small straight nose, 
and neutral pouty lips.
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Figure 2.20: Research: Eugenie 
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Baptiste is the drunk uncle of Ferraillon who is employed at the hotel as a distraction for 
angry husbands when they come to try and find their cheating wives; by way of a rotating bed 
that comes into play many times throughout the second act and causes chaos and confusion. 
For the costume, I had a simple period one-piece underwear built with frog closures and an 
oversized nightcap worn for the actor to play with. The natural long curly hair of the performer 
was perfect for the character. Baptiste’s mask has a fat nose, a large smile, and a full beard. 
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Rugby, a raucous English hotel guest with a thick cockney accent, is the epitome of a 
grabby old man. He sits in his hotel room waiting for any lady to walk close enough for him to 
proposition. He constantly asks the hotel employees, “Did nobody call?,” which to the French-
speaking employees comes across as gibberish. I have Rugby in a just slightly too tight union suit 
with a heavy opened robe and black socks with sock garters giving him an uncaring and comical 
look. The performer's natural hair was perfectly picked out into an unkempt mess, and Rugby’s 
mask has large pink cheeks, a broad nose, prominent round chin, and very stylistic turn of the 
century facial hair to complete the ridiculous look of this character. 
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Figure 2.22: Research: Rugby 
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Pull, Build, Buy List 
Raymonde Pull Build Buy   
Bloomers X       
Petticoat X       
Bustle X       
Corset   X     
Belted Skirt   X     
Blouse   X     
Jacket   X     
Shoes X       
Tights X       
Lucienne Pull Build Buy   
Bloomers X       
Petticoat X       
Bustle X       
Corset   X     
Blouse   X     
Bodice   X     
Capelet   X     
Skirt Belted   X     
Shoes X       
Earrings X       
Locket X       
Wig     X   
Victor/Poche Pull Build  Buy   
Green Pants   X     
Purple Vest   X     
Black Frock Coat X       
Shirt X       
Top Hat X       
Black Shoes     X   
Socks X       
Tie X       
Glasses X       
Pocket Watch X       
Undershirt X       
Bellhop Jacket   X     
Bellhop Hat   X     
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Don Carlos Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Shirt X       
Pants   X     
Jacket   X     
Cape   X     
Shoes     X   
Holster X       
          
Antoinette Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Corset   X     
Bloomers X       
Petticoat X       
Bustle X       
Shirt   X     
Skirt   X     
Shoes X       
Wig X       
Hairpiece   X     
          
Etienne Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Shirt X       
Tie X       
Vest X       
Jacket X       
Pants X       
Shoes X       
          
Camille Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Shirt X       
Tie X       
Vest X       
Suit X       
Shoes X       
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Romaine Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Shirt X       
Tie X       
Suit-3p X       
Shoes X       
Hat X       
          
          
Dr. Finache Pull Build Buy   
Shirt X       
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Pants X       
Vest X       
Frock Coat X       
Overcoat X       
Hat X       
Tie X       
Shoes X       
          
Ferraillon Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Socks X       
Shirt X       
Tie X       
Vest   X     
Coat   X     
Pants   X     
Shoes X       
          
          
Olympia Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Bloomers X       
Corset   X     
Hose   X     
Dress   X     
Shoes     X   
Wig X       
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Eugenie Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Bustle X       
Petticoat X       
Bloomers X       
Tights X       
Corset   X     
Blouse   X     
Skirt   X     
Apron   X     
Wig X       
Hairpiece   X     
Shoes X       
          
          
Baptiste Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Pajamas   X     
Hat X       
Slippers X       
          
          
Rugby Pull Build Buy   
Undershirt X       
Union suit     X   
socks X       
Sock Garters X       
Robe   X     
Slippers X       
          
 
 




Who To Purchase  Item How Much  Cost Total 
Victor/Poche Green Suiting Pulled Velvet 10yds     
Victor/Poche Shoes Amazon     26.99 
Victor  Purple Vest Pulled   2yds     
            
Raymonde Corset         
Raymonde Pink Dress Fabric Mood 10yds 25/yd 250 
Raymonde Teal Dress Fabric Mood 3yds 9/yd 27 
Raymonde Dress Under Fabric JoAnn Fabrics 8yds   89.2 
Raymonde Blouse Fabric Pull 2yds     
            
Lucienne Corset         
Lucienne Wig Arda     78.18 
Lucienne Capelet Pulled  5yds     
Lucienne Blue bodice/overskirt Fabric  Dharma Trading Company 10yds + S&H  11/yd 117.33 
Lucienne Blue Dress Fabric Mood 10yds 12/yd 120 
Lucienne Yellow Blouse/Belt Fabric Mood 4yds 8/yd 32 
Lucienne Yellow Trim Big JoAnn Fabrics 3-5yd spools 4 12 
Lucienne Yellow Trim Small JoAnn Fabrics 2-8yd spools 4 8 
            
Don Carlos Frogs Mood 8 1.75 each  14 
Don Carlos Suit Fabric Pulled 10yds     
Don Carlos Red Trim dye twill we have  10yds     
Don Carlos Gold Trim Mood 10yds 1.5 15 
Don Carlos Buttons Wawak 100/sz36L 4.4/dz 44 
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Who To Purchase  Item How Much  Cost Total 
Don Carlos Red Shoes Amazon sz 11 80 80 
            
Antoinette Corset         
Antoinette Skirt Fabric Pulled- dusty purple wool 5yds     
Antoinette Blouse  Pulled   3yds     
            
Olympia Corset         
Olympia Dress Fabric Silk Baron 8yds 10yds 108 
Olympia Fuchsia Trim Fabric JoAnn Fabrics     12 
Olympia Dress Paint  Dick Blick 5 8oz- $12 e 61.3 
Olympia Shoes Paint  Dharma Trading Company 1 4oz- $6.50   6.5 
Olympia Shoes   Amazon     51.96 
Olympia Hose  Spandex World 2yds   56.77 
            
Ferraillon Green Vest Fabric Pulled- green satin  2yds     
Ferraillon Gold Coat Fabric Pulled- gold  5yds     
Ferraillon Green Lapel Fabric Pulled- Green  3yds     
Ferraillon Pant Fabric Pulled- Plaid  4yds     
            
Eugenie Corset         
Eugenie Pink Fabric Pulled- fuchsia  2yds     
Eugenie Green Fabric Pulled- Dye dupioni  5yd     
Eugenie Blouse Fabric Pulled Plaid  2yds     
            
Baptiste Pajamas use broadcloth purchase        
            
Rugby Union Suit Amazon Sz LG 40 40 
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Who To Purchase  Item How Much  Cost Total 
Corset Covers Broadcloth Dharma Trading Company 1 bolt (15yds) 7.19/yd 108 
            
Corsets Corset kits Redthreaded     309 
Mask  Alginate/ Mask supplies Reynolds     250.13 
Mask  Plaster Hobby Lobby     30 
Mask Mask filters Amazon 40   40 
Mask   Moleskin Walmart     22.89 
            
Notions   JoAnn Fabrics     41.9 
            
 




The costume design and overall production of A Flea in Her Ear I felt was largely 
successful. I was able to collaborate with the director and the rest of the design team very 
effectively throughout the entire process. From the very beginning, the director had strong 
ideas of what she wanted aesthetically and gave me the freedom to play within that idea as I 
wanted. Working closely with the set designer, we were able to create two vastly different 
households for the Chandebise and Hotel locations while keeping a cohesive look throughout 
the whole play. I was incredibly happy with the execution of the costume builds, and how the 
costume shop completed everything on time.   
As for difficulties, there was no shortage of them. From day one of meeting with 
the director, five months before the original opening date, we never knew if this production 
would make it off the ground due to the Covid-19 global pandemic that had shuttered the world 
and effectively shut down the performing arts industry entirely from February of 2020 until the 
summer of 2021 when infection rates slowed and live theatre had started to make its return. 
Opening dates for this production moved from mid-October to November, which was a blessing 
as my brother passed away in early October and I needed to go home for a week. My advisors 
and the costume shop did absolutely everything to make sure I could go home to Ohio to be 
with my family and not have any stress about the production coming together. Finally, we made 
it to tech week and things were going smoothly. The evening of the Saturday eight out of ten, 
our first dress rehearsal scheduled for the following Monday, Utah’s governor issued a 
statement adding more restrictions as the state’s cases of Covid-19 had spiked. These 
restrictions canceled or postponed extracurricular activities (except football) until further notice. 
The university president, our dean, and faculty members had emergency meetings all evening 
and the following day and concluded we needed to effectively cancel theatre productions until 
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further notice. Disappointed was an understatement to the entire cast, crew, and production 
team. The costume shop manager and I decided we would make sure everything was finished 
and ready to go at a moment's notice just in case. A week later I contracted Covid-19 and while I 
had a mild to moderate case, it took over six weeks to start feeling back to normal. During 
this time, I was quarantined from campus and attended all fittings and production meetings via 
video call. Once the holidays were over and classes had resumed, we set up a three-day 
photoshoot in February to capture all the hard work everyone put into this production.   
Overall, this production was a rollercoaster of will it or won’t it happen. I am immensely 
proud of the work we were able to produce during these “unprecedented times”, a phrase we 
all came to detest. I took this production's costume design to the 2021 Region 8 Kennedy Center 
American College Theatre Festival, where I was awarded the Stage Craft Institute of Las Vegas 
Award, and the Student Smithsonian Institute Award. The team I had to execute the costumes 
for this production was professional throughout the complete process and always said “Okay, 
how do we move forward?” at every roadblock, I could not have asked for better people to do 






Figure 2.25: Photoshoot: Opening 






Figure 2.27: Photoshoot: “My Ovaries” 






Figure 2.29: Photoshoot: Don Carlos and Victor 





Figure 2.31: Photoshoot: Olympia and Ferraillon 
Figure 2.32: Photoshoot: Eugenie and Rugby 
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Costume Shop Management  
Spring 2021 Semester  
Assistant Shop Manager: Lydia Semler  
Our Town Costume Design: Jess Wallace  
Utah State University  
Caine College of the Arts  




Job Description  
During the Spring 2021 Semester, I was the acting Costume Shop Manager for the 
Department  
of Theatre Arts in the Caine College of the Arts at Utah State University. Throughout the  
semester I had the job of keeping the Costume Shop running smoothly, while still in the 
midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. Continuing the education of all students at the 
university was a priority of mine and the faculty alike. By this point we had a good idea 
of what it took to continue working safely and effectively within the theatre department 
after a year of dealing with Covid-19 protocols. It was important to all of us in the 
costume department that we continue working as if everything was on its original 
schedule and to adjust as needed when things changed, not unlike we had been doing 
previously. A smoothly running shop involves all management, designers, and 
technicians working together in constant communication to ensure all production work 
is completed in a timely manner and within budget. Below is a list of job duties I was 
responsible for with a short description of each.   
• Attended all Production Meetings- A weekly meeting between director, 
stage management, design teams, and shop leaders to discuss all aspects of the 
production. This is where a costume shop manager and designer discover 
potential problems for costumes such as a raked (tilted) stage, additional quick 
changes that were not accounted for from the script, and safety issues for the 
performers. We discuss these problems in the meeting and work together 
to solve problems together, so all teams are happy with the outcome and 
the director’s vision is kept.   
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• Attended all department leadership meetings- A weekly meeting 
attended by all faculty of the Theatre Arts Design and Technical 
Program, shop leaders, and graduate students. During these meetings we 
discussed how the individual shops were running, and if there were any 
problems or issues that needed to be resolved. We also discussed future 
productions and tried to problem solve any issues, either with designs or 
budgets, that we could see ahead of time so we could go into the next 
production well prepared.   
• Supervised costume shop staff, work-study students, practicum 
students, and costume construction class students. Staff and work-study 
students are hourly paid employees of the university that come in to work on a 
fixed schedule. Staff needed little to no direction while work-study students 
have basic skills but are expected to be directed as they develop more advanced 
skills and check in frequently with their team leader or shop manager to confirm 
they are on the correct work path. Practicum and class students have little to no 
experience in a costume shop. My job was to assign them to a team leader or 
direct them myself in tasks that fit their abilities. They needed close 
supervision and clear direction on all tasks to make sure their time was used 
efficiently as they were only in the shop for a few hours a week.   
• Managed staff time for payroll and budgeting 
purposes- I was responsible for keeping hourly paid workers within their 
allotted hours per the university budget while also making sure they did not 
work too little, as the university would then lower the budget for hourly 
employees for future years.   
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• Making sure all Covid-19 protocols were adhered to by anyone who 
walks into the Costume Shop. This was one of the hardest part of my time as 
Shop Manager and included checking in every single person who walked into 
the shop by taking their temperature and asking a series of university provided 
questions; making sure masks were properly worn by all; keeping the room 
capacity under the new maximum for safe distancing; reminding people in the 
shop to stay socially distanced from one another; disinfecting all supplies daily, 
including machines, fitting rooms, straight pins, rulers, scissors, cutting tables, 
and irons; and keeping mask, hand sanitizer, and disinfecting wipes in stock at 
all times and accessible to everyone.  
• Hired overtime staff and assistants as requested and able per budget. 
On a per-show basis I would determine if there were costume builds that were 
necessary for the production but due to the time constraint or skill level needed 
for the garment may need to be shopped out to an outside source to build. For 
example, a well-tailored three-piece suit is very time consuming and requires a 
highly technically skilled person with years of experience, so paying an outside 
source to build that costume would be financially better as a student could build 
it but would take twice as many hours as an outside 
professional. This meant that students’ hours could be put towards less 
technical builds the show may have had to cut due to not enough hours in the 
shop to build them.  
• Assisted in costume rentals. Either myself or assigning my assistant to 
pull pieces requested of costume designers from companies outside 
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the university, or chaperoning an outside designer in pulling costumes from our 
stock for them to rent.   
• Supervised the timely inclusion of fabrics into costume production. This 
included working with the costume designer to make decisions on fabric choices 
so I could purchase fabrics if necessary to be shipped and in house in a timely 
manner for the teams to build the costume from.   
• Managed shop supplies, especially stock fabrics, notions, and 
materials. Keeping an updated record of shop supplies to know when an item 
needs re-stocked so the workflow is not interrupted while waiting on things 
such as snap closures or machine needles.   
• Managed shop equipment, including repairs, maintenance, and 
replacement of machines and irons as necessary to keep the shop in top running 
order.   
• Managed costume budgets and purchased costumes and/or materials 
for costume construction whenever appropriate and/or in consultation with a 
production's costume designer. The department of theatre arts only allows the 
shop manager to make purchases, not the designers, so keeping in constant 
communication with the designers to make sure everything is purchased for 
their production while keeping a close eye on the budget and not go over 
budget.   
• Worked directly with designers to communicate how their designs 
could be built, rented, or pulled from stock with the budget for materials and 
labor allocated. Having a thought-out pull, build, buy list for a production is 
necessary to make sure it stays in budget both monetarily and in labor hours. 
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These are based upon rough sketches provided by designers. After 
consultation we determine how costumes for each production can be built 
within given budgets and staff numbers, which ones could be pulled from our 
stock or borrowed/rented from other costume collections, and what items 
would be necessary to buy. Created and organized teams of costume students 
and staff to build and alter all costumes for productions. Teams consist of a 
draper, a firsthand, and multiple stitchers. Each job is described below in the 
“Paperwork – Shop Organization” section.   
• Acted as a liaison with stage management for fittings. Working with the 
designer and draper to schedule costume fittings with actors in a timely fashion. 
I attended all fittings, taking notes for drapers and designers as needed.   
• Oversaw the completion of built and pulled costumes 
for productions. Going over all costume racks of clothing with the design team 
to ensure every item was accounted for, and built or altered according to notes 
taken and that all sewing was done well, and garments were completely ready 
to see the stage.   
• Submitted expense reports and receipts to the company manager for all 
shop and production purchases. Kept a detailed spreadsheet of all 
purchases made, what production or supplies budget the items 
were purchased under and kept multiple copies of the receipts in addition to 
turning in the originals. Also kept the designers informed of where their budgets 
were so they could continue to plan accordingly. Acted as a liaison with 
wardrobe head for the smooth transition of the costumes from the shop to 
dress rehearsal. Scheduled a time to meet with the wardrobe team, who would 
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be running the costumes and quick changes during all performances, to go over 
every look for each character with the help of the design team. Attended a 
designer run of the production with the designer and wardrobe teams to 
foreshadow any problems that may come up during a show run we had 
not anticipated. Helped the wardrobe team organize dressing rooms and work 
with the stage crew to create secure quick-change areas backstage with proper 
privacy and lighting necessary for actor and wardrobe safety.   
While running the shop in my final semester of graduate school I was also finishing the end of 
my costume design for A Flea In Her Ear and organizing the photoshoot for that, teaching an 
upper-level costume special topics class I had developed myself titled “Stretch Wear Patterning 
and Construction” with eight undergraduate and two graduate students, and towards the last 
third of the semester I took on another costume design for the School of Music’s Opera Orpheus 




Paperwork – Bookkeeping   
While I was Costume Shop Manager for the Spring 2021 semester, much of my job centered 
around money. I had full access to the budgets for the costume shop: every production, class, 
and supply. To keep everything as organized as possible I created a spreadsheet for the budgets. 
Every item I ordered went into a line, along with one hard copy of the receipt going into a 
binder, another hard copy (or original if purchased locally) going to the company manager, and a 
digital copy in a computer folder. This helped make sure nothing was missed and made it easy 
for me to compare my current budget with what the company manager had listed as what was 
left in each budget. Keeping a detailed account of all budgets helped make sure designers stayed 
within their allotted budget and allowed me to move money as necessary to a future production 
if a previous one was under budget. Below is the total costume department budget and what 




Shop Supplies  $2800  Shop Supplies (Cont.)  $2800 
Spent 2028.91 Left 771.09  2/1/2021 Uline barrels/tubes 392.08 
Date Store Item Amount  2/18/2021 Wawak thread/pencils 51.67 
8/25/2020 Walmart clocks 61.04    amazon Return Push Pins -33.84 
8/26/2020 home depot plastic sheeting 17.95  2/28/21 amazon wig combs 15.98 
8/20/2020 Walmart totes 135.74  Below is covid mask stuff 
8/30/2020 ace hardware extension cords 12.99  8/18/202 amazon gloves/mask filters 150.84 
9/2/2020 JoAnn’s Muslin 78.39          
9/2/2020 JoAnn’s Muslin 45.81   
9/2/2020 JoAnn’s Notions 32.12      
9/11/2020 Wawak Oil 51.88          
9/10/2020 Walmart Tupperware 19.12      
9/24/2020 amazon Grommet Setters 34.3  Bonus Secret Fund  $1200 
9/25/2020 home depot Plasti-dip 5.98  Spent 1006.5 Left 193.5 
9/25/2020 DI Sheets 6  Date Store Item Amount 
10/02/2020 JoAnn’s Muslin/thread 84.88  12/15/2020 fabrics.com muslin 125.55 
10/02/2020 Smiths Hairspray 24.55  12/17/2020 FWD.com stretch fab 381.95 
10/13/2020 Smiths Soap 9.15  12/17/2020 amazon cover stitch 499 
10/15/2020 amazon Sharps container 14.91  Covid Supplies (to be reimbursed by CARES Act)  
10/21/2020 amazon Foam 23.67  Total 514.81   
10/27/2020 Walmart totes 83.37        
1/11/2021 Wawak supplies 424.11  Date Store Item Amount 
1/11/2021 Michaels worbla 125.99  8/18/2020 amazon plastic mask 59.98 
1/20/2021 amazon paper towels 29.89  8/18/202 amazon gloves/mask filters 150.84 
1/20/2021 amazon Tissue 15.96  8/18/2020 amazon filters 39.99 
1/20/2021 amazon tape 17.68  9/2/2020 reynolds aligante 250.13 
1/20/2021 Wawak pins 23.86  10/13/2020 hobby lobby plaster 29.97 
1/22/2021 surplus towels 39  11/3/2020 walmart moleskin 22.89 
1/22/2021 amazon push pins 33.84      





Wolves   $450  Flea   $2100 
Spent 413.95 Left 36.05  Spent 2052.54 Left 47.54 
Date Store Item Amount  Date Store Item Amount 
9/3/2020 amazon mask 20.99  9/2/2020 amazon shoes 78.41 
9/11/2020 amazon hat 45.06  8/18/2020 Redthreaded corsets 309 
9/14/2020 Healy Sportwear Uniforms 321.91  9/2/2020 mood fabric 457.55 
9/16/2020 amazon hockey gloves 25.99  9/8/2020 Wawak buttons 45.59 
         9/10/2020 dharma fabric 231.68 
         9/13/2020 Joann’s ribbon 29.61 
       9/28/2020 silk baron fabric 108 
       10/2/2020 Blick art paint 61.3 
       10/6/2020 amazon long johns 40.41 
       10/20/2020 Joann’s fabric 89.2 
       10/23/2020 spandex world fabric 56.77 
       10/25/2020 Arda wig 78.81 
       10/26/2020 amazon return -35.43 
       10/26/2020 amazon long johns  37.81 
       10/26/2020 amazon boots 51.96 
       10/30/2020 amazon shoes 26.99 
       12/2/2020 Joann’s notions 41.9 
               
       Below is covid mask stuff   
       8/18/2020 amazon mask 39.99 
       9/2/2020 Reynolds alginate 250.13 
       10/13/2020 hobby lobby plaster 29.97 
       11/3/2020 Walmart moleskin 22.89 
               




Our Town   $2400  Fusion  $1155 All budget went to new department technology 
Spent 1576.68 Left 823.32   Spent 0 Left 0 
Date Store Item Amount  Date Store Item Amount 
8/18/2020 Redthreaded corsets 309      
12/12/2020 amazon overalls 32.98      
12/12/2020 amazon dye 188.96        
12/12/2020 amazon dye 38.99        
12/12/2020 Battenburg lace 3 panel 153.94        
12/12/2020 fabric.com fabric 149.81        
12/12/2020 mood swatches 11.99        
12/12/2020 Wawak thread 91.14        
12/12/2020 DI suits 111        
12/12/2020 Michaels floral 102.3        
12/15/2020 fabrics fabrics swatches 0.8        
12/18/2020 mood fabric 385.77        
               
Figure 3.03: Budget Keeping: Our Town, Fusion  
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THEA-2203   $840  (Intro to Costume Construction)   Stage Makeup (not listed) 
Spent 470.82 Left 369.18  spent 1035.05    
Date Store Item Amount  Date Store Item Amount 
8/18/2020 amazon supplies 23.58    Post Office shipping 15.05 
8/10/2020 amazon beeswax for kits 18.77  9/12/2020 special F/X Makeup Kits 1020 
8/10/2020 amazon kit supplies 145.83          
8/10/2020 amazon kit supplies 43.98          
10/2/2020 Joann’s PJ pant fab 223.67        
11/2/2020 amazon nose pieces 8.99        
1/22/2021 surplus sheets 6        
               
               
Figure 3.04: Budget Keeping: Classes  
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Paperwork – Shop Organization  
Another large part of my job was to organize the costume shop workers into draping teams 
for production builds and alterations. A draping team is a team of costume technicians whose 
job is to work with the designer and shop manager on their assigned actor and costume looks 
for each production. They would oversee creating a costume from the ground up, for the full 
builds, and altering any costumes that already exist from either a pulled stock or purchases. I 
was in charge of supervising one faculty/staff person, two graduate students, ten costume 
emphasis undergraduate students of which five were work study, and up to twenty first year 
undergraduates in the theatre program who came into the shop for work hours for classes. 
These teams had to be organized in a way that created a cohesive and positive work 
environment while creating teams that work together highly effectively and efficiently for the 
best outcome of the costumes.   
My three team leaders, drapers, were the faculty/staff person, one graduate student, and 
myself. Drapers are the most advanced in technical skill, knowing how to manage their team 
members’ skillsets to direct them successfully. The draper does all the pattern making for their 
team’s builds, instructs the firsthand how to cut out fabrics and prep them for stitchers. They 
also determine the best way to alter existing costumes and direct the team how to complete 
these alterations. Drapers also attend all fittings of actors they oversee and pin all alterations 
and take notes on them to be distributed to their team for completion.   
The firsthand, assistants to the draper, I assigned to three upper class costume students 
who had proven their skillset in previous productions by getting the highest grades in the 
costume technology classes offered and being dedicated in the costume shop with their time by 
completing tasks in a timely fashion and not needing corrections on items they had sewn. A 
Firsthand supports the Draper, they cut all the fabrics out for builds and supervise the stitchers 
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in constructing built garments. First hands also prepare alterations on existing costumes per the 
draper’s direction and hand them off to the stitcher to complete. They look over all things sewn 
for completion and accuracy before a fitting or going on to dress rehearsal.   
Finally, for the team’s stitchers, I assigned two undergraduate costume students to each 
team, and as the first years came in for class hours I would assign them to a team that needed 
extra assistance that day. Stitchers are the foundation of each team, building their sewing skills 
while taking instruction from the first hand or draper of how to sew something if they are 
unsure of the proper way to do so. Stitchers know to ask whatever questions necessary to get 
all the information they need from their team leaders to complete the task at hand efficiently 
and correctly.   
In previous semesters students were given individual build projects they had to pattern, cut, 
and construct entirely themselves. This was very educational for the individual student, but I 
wanted to give them the experience of working in a draping team as most regional theatres in 
the country run their costume shops in teams. Working in teams, like a professional shop does, 
gave the students a new way to understand a costume shop than they had previously 
experienced. With specific job titles, draper, firsthand or stitcher, they were able to focus on 
specific tasks and not get overwhelmed with the whole product, meaning their work was of a 
higher quality than previously. This also gave the students a better idea of what goals they 
wanted to accomplish while at Utah State University, knowing they want to be a stitcher versus 
a draper professionally requires different knowledge and this gave them the opportunity to 
understand those differences and to focus on what they wanted for their future careers. 
Working with many of the students for at least a year gave me a good idea of their skill levels 
and I knew who needed to work on what skills to better their education and chances of being 




From the beginning of the semester, we, the department, were unsure how we would 
be proceeding with producing stage productions as it had been a world of chaos for the previous 
year dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic. Our newest department head, Paul Mitri, had joined 
us and immediately asked what he could do to calm the storm. The biggest complaint from 
every single student, undergraduate and graduate, was the constant tug of war between will it 
or won't it happen and how much-added stress it was to the already traumatic global 
pandemic. With this in mind, with the support of the department faculty and staff, Paul made 
some changes to the semester. They decided to continue producing the main play of the 
semester, Our Town via an online video platform with little to no addition from design teams; 
create an online reading series of plays from a list put together by faculty and student 
submissions. Along with the final production of the year “The Fusion Theatre Project”, a 
collaborative student-produced devised theatre piece, would become a film project with the 
majority of the budgets going towards purchasing iPad pros and recording equipment instead of 
the standard theatre budgets.   
With this new plan in place I, along with Nancy Hills and Lydia Semler the costume 
faculty, had to figure out what this meant for the costume department. Not having live 
theatrical performances, and the web-based productions having minimal costume support, 
meant we were out of work. The students needed portfolio pieces and to continue learning the 
skills they came to Utah State to hone. Knowing the shop had been neglected at the end of the 
previous school year, when everything suddenly shut down and we had to abandon everything 
where it was, it was still recovering and working to get back in order. To assist with this, we 
came up with a few major organization projects that would greatly improve the look, feel, and 
efficiency of the shop, described below in Shop Projects. We also decided the costumes for Our 
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Town would easily meld into our existing costume collection and be useful for numerous other 
future productions. Jess Wallace’s nuanced and detailed design for the production provided an 
excellent opportunity for our students to hone their skills and add to their portfolios. How 
we accomplished these builds is explained further down in the “Shows” section. The costume 
faculty and students worked closely together to make sure every student would be given the 
opportunity to build costumes and add to their portfolio. We wanted to make sure each student 
had the best outcome possible with their education at Utah State University. While some 
universities and theatres saw it as a risk, we took the opening to learn how to work through this 
additional hardship and improve the education of our students. Many students chose to 
continue working in the shop, through altered hours to keep social distancing in place. Those 
who chose to stay home were not punished, and instead we asked how we could help them in 
their education, what they wanted to learn, and planned a handful of online video master 
classes that delt mostly with the computer technology side of theatre. This made sure that all 
students across the board were able to still learn and were able to take their education more 
into their own hands. I believe in doing this our students have a leg up on much of the 
competition that will inevitably arise once the theatre world is operating fully again and 




Along with building the costumes Jess designed for Our Town, I created a list of necessary 
shop organization projects to keep the work-study students busily employed with an income 
during these difficult times. Keeping the Costume Shop organized during a lull in productions 
was essential. These projects included organizing and cataloging the thousands of commercial 
and hand-drafted patterns the shop owned and organizing the fabric storage closet into a 
cohesive collection that is easy to navigate.   
The pattern organization is indispensable for future students, both designers and 
technicians, to easily navigate the decades of patterns available to them. Finding true period 
accurate patterns is an excellent starting point for any pattern maker, it is much easier to resize 
an existing pattern than it is to start from nothing. For a designer, the ability to go into the 
pattern selection and pull out the exact garment they want saves them time and energy, 
meetings with the draper are shorter as they need less explanation, and the designer will know 
exactly what a garment will look like once finished with an existing pattern.  
Fabric storage is another important part of a costume shop. If fabric storage lacks 
organization a designer has a challenging time finding what they want. They may also spend 
money unnecessarily purchasing fabric that may have already existed in stock. Having student 
workers go through the small scrap drawers and cabinets, any fabric piece that is one half yard 
to three yards, combining like fabrics and tossing out scraps too small to make anything out of, 
while finally organizing it all by color is exceptionally helpful for design teams to pull fabrics. The 
large fabric closet contains bolts and rolls of fabrics that are over three yards in length. This 
amount is a good starting point for any basic build, so most designers know they can pull from 
the large fabric closet for fully built costumes and have enough to do so. It was also organized by 
color, and within the colors by fabric type such as wool, cotton, silk. I also had all lining fabrics 
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and craft fabrics, foams, and felts, pulled out from the colors as those are fabrics a Draper will 
look for specifically for the type for fabric not necessarily the color of the fabric. Organizing the 
large fabric room also meant tidying up the room from years of haste of fabrics being piled on 
the floor instead of put on the shelves. This meant the floor was completely clean and the fabric 
room could be easily used as a second fitting room or a designer’s office as necessary. There was 
another large project in the latter half of the semester of tearing down and renovating the 
costume stock storage area that I advised faculty on as asked but kept out of the major planning 





Costume Shop Manager was not the only job I held during the semester. My costume design 
for A Flea in Her Ear was postponed from November to after the new year and relegated to a 
staged photoshoot instead of performances. For this, I had the help of Lydia to continue running 
the shop until A Flea in Her Ear was done. In addition to that, I was teaching my second costume 
construction course while at USU (Utah State University). I knew as part of my graduate 
education while at USU I wanted to not only focus on design but also shop management and 
teaching at a university level. My faculty supported me in these endeavors by allowing me to 
create classes that had never been taught at USU in the costume department before. Creating 
these classes, learning how to build a course load for the students they could handle, along with 
a syllabus and grading rubric that aligned with the University’s standards gave me a great deal of 
knowledge and understanding of what it takes to work in higher education. Finally, I was asked 
to do a paid costume design job for the School of Music. I, without any costume shop support, 
was able to design, pull and build costumes for the opera Orpheus in the Underworld. My 
advisor Dennis Hassan did assist me with the loaning of his personal costume collection, while 
his properties class created small, molded pieces for me to use in the accessories of some of the 
characters. Learning how to juggle all these different titles while successfully managing the 
costume shop was probably the most stressful and most educational part of my time while at 





Our Town was the only production we created costumes for during the semester I 
was shop manager. We needed portfolio pieces for our costume students to add to their 
resumes, and the period of the play lent itself to costumes that would work for numerous 
theatre productions the department was sure to produce in the future. Jess Wallace was the 
costume designer for Our Town and had created an incredibly beautiful and cohesive design for 
the production.  
Before it was decided the production would be produced in an online reading format 
without costume support, Director Leslie Brott had added thirteen ensemble members to the 
cast with the entire cast understudying each other to handle the possibility of people having to 
drop out from contracting Covid-19. This nearly doubled the number of people Jess had to 
costume for the production, along with needing to make sure their costume would work for 
their primary role and their understudy role. In a way to alleviate the added work to Jess, she 
was assigned a second assistant designer to help navigate the extra work. Amanda Aiken, a first-
year graduate student, took on that role and was put in charge of pulling costumes for the 
ensemble cast. Along with Jess, her undergraduate assistant, and Amanda, Nancy Hills, the head 
of the costume department, added in her years of experience and expertise to pull any 
costumes needed for understudies. This was necessary, but time-consuming work, and was 
not needed in the end.   
Creating a working list of actors, characters, and understudies that each member of the 
design team was responsible for was key in making sure everything about the costumes for this 
production ran smoothly. Below is the spreadsheet Jess and I created that includes a piece list 
for every actor for all of their roles and if each item is pulled, built, or bought, what design team 
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member is supervising that look, and what draping team is in charge of getting that look ready 
for stage. (Figure 3.05).   
Once the semester was reimagined to being virtual productions and the costume 
department decided to continue with the original builds for the productions, I reimagined the 
loads for each team leader just a little bit. Knowing Amanda wanted more experience as a 
pattern maker, and without having to assist Jess as much, I gave her an additional outfit to build 
from the draping load I was going to do. Lydia, who is the faculty shop manager, became my 
assistant shop manager for the semester and guided me in keeping the shop running smoothly. 
Lydia also, having slightly more free time not being the primary shop manager, was excited to 
get back to building costumes and so I gave her the more difficult builds of the production, 
knowing she would be able to easily handle the designs, and as an excellent teacher, could 
navigate her team to building the costumes beautifully. This left me as the third draping team 
leader, and a single three-piece suit for the Stage Manager character to build. I admit I was a 
little selfish in only taking on this single costume look to build and taking the only true tailoring 
project of the semester as tailoring is something I love to do. It became my mental break from 
paperwork and grading, something I found necessary to alleviate the stress of everything else.   
Each draping team consisted of one draper/patternmaker, one firsthand, and two 
stitchers. Additional stitchers were available as practicum and construction class students were 
required to be in the shop for a small number of hours as decided upon by their teachers. 
Creating draping teams for this semester instead of the usual individual projects helped the 
leaders learn how to lead and direct other students better; it let students focus on a single 
aspect of building a costume such as patterning, cutting fabrics, or stitching; and teams helped 
train students for the real world of costume making as you rarely oversee a single garment from 
start to finish in a regional or summer theatre costume shop. Learning how to take direction and 
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ask questions through a series of people instead of going straight to the designer or shop 
manager made it much easier for communication to happen and the work turned out beautiful 
and consistent across the board. To help each team member with their builds, I had long 
conversations with Jess to confirm fabric yardage and that each fabric was appropriate for the 
costume. I purchased all fabrics, notions, and costume pieces necessary for her design along 
with build notes from Jess that included the rendering, research, fabric swatches, and line 
drawings with handwritten notes about details for each build. All this work made the entire 
process much easier. Each team leader was able to quickly refer to these documents for an 
answer without having to track down the designer constantly. This is something I will require of 
all designers in the future shops I work in as a shop manager and will execute myself as a 
designer. Below I have the build notes for each character build as created by Jess, along with 
photos of the finished builds for those we did decide to complete based on time and budget. 
(Figures 3.06-3.23).   
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Our Town Piece List  





Ashlyn Rober TEAM: Jordan Actor/Team 
STAGE MANAGER ALL   JESS Primary 
Undershirt   Shirt X         Character 
Socks   Trousers       X   Understudy 
Suspenders   Vest       X   Character 
Loafers   Suit Jacket       X    
    Tie X         Supervisors 
    Pocket Square X         JESS: Leads 
    Pince-nez X         NANCY: 
    Pocket Watch X         Understudy Ens. 
                AMANDA: 




Nicole Frederick TEAM: Lydia  
EMILY WEBB 1   JESS TEAMS 
Chemise   Blouse X          
Corset   Jacket       X   Jordan 
Petticoat   Skirt       X   Total: 29 
Shoes   Hair Bow X         Prim/US: 19/10 
Stockings   Wig (?) X         Builds: 5 
  2   JESS Lydia 
White Shoes   Wedding Dress       X   Total: 45 
    Viel with Flowers       X   Prim/US: 33/12 
    Bouquet       X   Builds: 9 
  3   JESS Amanda 
Slip   White Farm Dress       X   Total: 48 
                Prim/US: 23/25 
        Builds: 3 
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Bailee Miner TEAM: Amanda  
MRS WEBB 1   JESS  
Chemise   Farm Dress       X    
Corset   Apron X          
Petticoat   Wig (?) X          
Boots                
Stockings                
  2   JESS  
    Lace Collar, Lace Cuffs       X    
    Simple Hair Comb X          
  3   JESS  
    Black Hat X          
    
Long, Black Coat with 
Mourning Band X         
 
                 




Andrew Moody TEAM: Lydia  
MR WEBB 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn Trousers     X      
Suspenders   Vest X          
Boots   Worn Suit Jacket     X      
    Tie X          
    Hat  X          
    Moustache (?) X          
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  2   JESS  
    Mourning Coat X          
    Button Hole X          
                 
  3   JESS  
    
Mourning Coat with 
armband X         
 
    Hat X          




Grace Garner TEAM: Jordan  
WILLA WEBB 1   JESS  
Chemise   Blue Gingham Pinafore       X X  
Corset   Blouse X          
Petticoat   Necktie X          
Boots   Wig (?) X          
Stockings                
                 
  2   JESS  
Shoes   Formal Dress       X X  
                 
  3   JESS  
    Black Hobble Style Dress X          
    Black Hat X          
    Black Shawl X          
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James Wakefield TEAM: Lydia  
GEORGE GIBBS 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Shirt X          
Socks   Knicker Bockers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Boots   School Jacket X          
    Tie X          
  2   JESS  
    White Shirt X          
    Black Frock Coat X          
    Button Hole X          
    Tie/Cravat X          
  3   JESS  
    Plaid Shirt X          
    Farmer Trousers X          
    Dark Overcoat  X          
    Hat X          




Preston Rowland TEAM: Amanda  
DOCTOR GIBBS 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Light Peach Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Shoes   Worn Long Suit Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Hat  X          
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  2   JESS  
    Frock Coat X          
    Fresh Pressed Shirt X          
    Fresh Pressed Trousers X          
    Nicer Tie X          
    Button Hole  X          
                 
  3   JESS  
    
Mourning Coat with 
armband X         
 
    Trilby Style Hat X          




McKenna Walwyn TEAM: Lydia  
MRS GIBBS 1   JESS  
Chemise   Farm Dress       X    
Corset   High Neck Blouse X          
Petticoat   Wig (?) X          
Shoes                
Stockings                
                 
                 
  2   JESS  
    Wedding Attendee Dress       X    
    Cameo X          
    Handkerchief  X          
    Simple Comb X          
    Earrings X          
  3   JESS  
    Sepia Dress       X    
    Sepia Blouse X          
    Shawl X          
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Levi Hopkins TEAM: Amanda  
ROBBIE GIBBS 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Shirt X          
Socks   Tie X          
Suspenders   Sweater X          
Boots   Knicker Bockers X          
    Cap X          
                 
  2   JESS  
    Frock Coat X          
    Button Hole X          
    Trousers X          
                 
  3   JESS  
    Sepia Shirt X          
    Sepia Tie X          
    Sepia Sweater X          
    Sepia Trousers X          
    Sepia Jacket X          
                 
-GEORGE GIBBS 1   AMANDA  
    Vest X          
    School Jacket X          
                 
  2   AMANDA  
    White Shirt X          
    Tie/Cravat X          
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  3   AMANDA  
    Plaid Shirt X          
    Farmer Trousers X          
    
Dark Overcoat with 
Mourning Band X         
 
    Hat X          
                 




Madison Hansen TEAM: Amanda  
MRS SOAMES 1   JESS  
Chemise   Blouse X          
Corset   Jacket X          
Petticoat   Skirt X          
Shoes   Wig (?) X          
Stockings   Hat X          
                 
  2   JESS  
    Frilly Blouse       X    
    Necklace X          
    Earrings X          
                 
  3   JESS  
    Sepia Jacket X          
    Sepia Blouse X          
    Sepia Skirt X          
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Bryson LaBar TEAM: Jordan  
SIMON STIMPSON 1&2           JESS  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Wrinkled Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest (From Flea) X          
Shoes   Rumpled Jacket X          
    Tie X          
                 
  3   JESS  
  Sepia Worn Shirt X      
  Sepia Wrinkled Trousers X      
  Sepia Vest X      
  Sepia Rumpled Jacket X      
  Sepia Tie X      




Jack Roberts TEAM: Amanda  
HOWIE NEWSOM 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Overalls     X      
Work Boots   Tie X          
    Cap X          
    Jacket X          
                 
  2   JESS  
    Clean Jacket X          
                 
  3   JESS  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
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-STAGE MANAGER ALL   AMANDA  
Suspenders   Trousers X          
Loafers   Vest X          
    Suit Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Pocket Square X          
    Pince-nez X          
    Pocket Watch X          




Willoughby Staley TEAM: Lydia  
JOE CROWELL 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Work Boots   Worn Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Cap X          
  2   JESS  
    Clean Jacket X          
  3   JESS  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
ENSEMBLE     JESS  
    
**See Above Joe Crowell 
List**           
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-WILLA WEBB 1   AMANDA  
Chemise   
Blue Gingham 
Pinafore/Jumper X         
 
Corset   Blouse X          
Petticoat   Necktie X          
Boots                
Stockings                
                 
  2   AMANDA  
Shoes   Formal Dress X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Hobble Style Dress X          
    Black Hat X          
    Black Shawl X          
-ENSEMBLE ESHMEYER ALL   AMANDA  
    
**See Above Jo Crowell 
List**           
 




Mason Garcia TEAM: Jordan  
SI CROWELL 1   JESS  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Work Boots   Worn Jacket X          
  2   JESS  
    Clean Vest X          
    Hat X          
  3   JESS  
    Black Coat and Hat X          
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ENSEMBLE     JESS  
    
**See Above Si Crowell 
List**           
 
-ROBBIE GIBBS 1   AMANDA  
Boots   Tie X          
    Sweater X          
    Knicker Bockers X          
    Cap X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Frock Coat X          
    Button Hole X          
    Trousers X          
  3   AMANDA  
    Sepia Shirt X          
    Sepia Tie X          
    Sepia Sweater X          
    Sepia Trousers X          
    Sepia Jacket X          
-SIMON STIMPSON 1&2   AMANDA  
Shoes   Vest X          
    Rumpled Jacket X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Sepia Vest X          
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Timo Rasmussen TEAM: Amanda  
CONSTABLE WARREN ALL   NANCY  
Undershirt   Navy Constable Coat X          
Socks   Hat X          
Suspenders   Trousers X          
Shoes   Shirt X          
    Tie X          
    Glasses X          
                 
ENSEMBLE     NANCY  
    
**See Above Constable 
Warren List**           
 
                 
-HOWIE NEWSOM 1   AMANDA  
Undershirt   Worn/distressed Overalls X          
Work Boots   Cap X          
    Jacket X          
                 
  2   AMANDA  
    Clean Jacket X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
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Sumner Shoell TEAM: Amanda  
JOE STODDARD 1   NANCY  
Undershirt   Shirt X          
Socks   Trousers X          
Suspenders   Tie X          
Shoes   Jacket X          
    Vest X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Nice Jacket X          
    Nice Hat X          
  3   NANCY  
    Cane X          
    Hat X          
    
Long, Dark Coat with 
Mourning Band X         
 
ENSEMBLE     NANCY  
    
**See Above Joe Stoddard 
List**           
 
-MR WEBB     AMANDA  
Undershirt   Vest X          
Socks   Worn Suit Jacket X          
Suspenders   Hat  X          
Boots   Moustache (?) X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Mourning Coat X          
    Button Hole X          
  3   AMANDA  
    
**See Above Joe Stoddard 








Catherine Fugal TEAM: Lydia  
PROFESSOR WILLARD 1   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Plaid Dress X          
Stockings   Cardigan X          
T Strap Shoes   Necklace X          
    Glasses X          
    Wig (?) X          
                 
ENSEMBLE 1&2   NANCY  
Shoes   Dress X          
Petticoat   Hat X          
Corset   Gloves X          
    Coat X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Long Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
                 
-ENSEMBLE GRANT     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Ensemble 
List**           
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Brynn Francis TEAM: Lydia  
WOMAN IN BALCONY 1   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Dress X          
Stockings   Hat X          
Shoes   Gloves X          
    Necklace X          
    Purse X          
                 
ENSEMBLE 1   NANCY  
Corset   Blouse X          
Petticoat   Skirt X          
Boots   Apron X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Sunday Hat X          
    Jacket X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
                 
-ENSEMBLE GRANT     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Ensemble 
List**           
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Kathryn Eastland TEAM: Amanda  
LADY IN A BOX 1   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Blouse X          
Black Stockings   1930s Skirt X          
Black Shoes   Hat X          
    Gloves, Necklace, Purse X          
SAMANTHA CRAIG 1   NANCY  
Corset   Blouse X          
Petticoat   Skirt X          
    Waistcoat X          
  2   NANCY  
    Sunday Hat X          
    Nice Jacket X          
  3   NANCY  
    Black Hobble Style Dress X          
    Black Hat X          
    Black Shawl X          
ENSEMBLE     NANCY  
    
**See Above Samantha 
Craig List**           
 
-EMILY WEBB     AMANDA  
    Blouse X          
    Jacket X          
    Skirt X          
    Hair Bow X          
    Wig (?) X          
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  2   AMANDA  
    Wedding Dress X          
    Viel with Flowers X          
    Bouquet X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    White Farm Dress X          
                 




Rachel Banner TEAM: Lydia  
BELLERGERENT WOMAN 1   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Dress X          
Stockings   Hat X          
Shoes   Gloves, Necklace, Purse  X          
ENSEMBLE 1   NANCY  
Corset   Blouse X          
Petticoat   Skirt X          
    Jacket X          
    Hat X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Sunday Hat X          
    Sunday Jacket X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
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-MRS. GIBBS 1   AMANDA  
    Farm Dress X          
    High Neck Blouse X          
    Wig (?) X          
                 
  2   AMANDA  
    Wedding Attendee Dress X          
    Cameo X          
    Handkerchief  X          
    Simple Comb X          
    Earrings X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Sepia Dress X          
    Sepia Blouse X          
    Shawl X          
    Sepia Wig (?) X          




Lauren Rasmussen TEAM: Jordan  
ASM #1 ALL   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Dress Suit X          
Stockings   Blouse X          
Shoes   Necklace, Earring  X          
    Wig? X          
ENSEMBLE 1   NANCY  
Corset   Dress X          
Petticoat   Shawl X          
  2   NANCY  
    Sunday Hat X          
    Nice Jacket X          
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  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Shawl X          
                 
-JOE CROWELL 1   AMANDA  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Work Boots   Worn Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Cap X          
                 
  2   AMANDA  
    Clean Jacket X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
                 
-ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Joe Crowell 
List**           
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Olivia Chieppa TEAM: Lydia  
ASM #2 ALL   NANCY  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Dress X          
Stockings   Cardigan X          
Shoes   Necklace X          
    Hat X          
                 
ENSEMBLE 1   NANCY  
Corset   Dress X          
Petticoat   Jacket X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Nice Jacket X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Shawl X          
                 




Alisha Grant TEAM: Jordan  
ENSEMBLE GRANT 1   NANCY  
Chemise   Dress X          
Corset   Jacket X          
Petticoat   Hat X          
Shoes                
Stockings                
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  2   NANCY  
    Nice Jacket X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Shawl X          
                 




Tucker Eshmeyer TEAM: Lydia  
ENSEMBLE ESHMEYER 1   NANCY  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Boots   Worn Suit Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Facial Hair (?) X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Nice Jacket X          
    Hat X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          
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Jordan Lockwood TEAM: Jordan   
ENSEMBLE LOCKWOOD     NANCY  
Undershirt   Worn Shirt X          
Socks   Worn Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Boots   Worn Suit Jacket X          
    Tie X          
    Facial Hair (?) X          
                 
  2   NANCY  
    Nice Jacket X          
    Hat X          
                 
  3   NANCY  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Hat X          




Carrie Jackson TEAM: Amanda  
-MRS WEBB 1   AMANDA  
Corset   Farm Dress X          
Petticoat   Apron X          
Boots   Wig (?) X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Lace Collar, Lace Cuffs X          
    Simple Hair Comb X          
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Hat X          
    
Long, Black Coat with 




-MRS SOAMES 1   AMANDA  
    Blouse X          
    Jacket X          
    Skirt X          
    Wig (?) X          
    Hat X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Frilly Blouse X          
    Necklace X          
    Earrings X          
  3   AMANDA  
    Sepia Jacket X          
    Sepia Blouse X          
    Sepia Skirt X          
    Sepia Wig (?) X          
-WOMAN IN THE BALCONY     AMANDA  
Full Dress Slip   1930s Dress X          
    Hat X          
    Gloves, Necklace, Purse  X          
-ENSEMBLE 1           AMANDA  
    Dress X          
    Jacket X          
         
Carrie Jackson (Cont.)  TEAM: Amanda       
  2   AMANDA  
    Nice Jacket X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Coat X          
    Black Shawl X          
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-LADY IN A BOX     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Woman in 
the Balcony List**           
 
                 
SAMANTHA CRAIG 1   AMANDA  
    Blouse X          
    Skirt X          
    Waistcoat X          
                 
  2   AMANDA  
    Sunday Hat X          
    Nice Jacket X          
                 
  3   AMANDA  
    Black Hobble Style Dress X          
    Black Hat X          
    Black Shawl X          
                 
-ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Ensemble 
List**           
 
                 
-BELLIGERENT WOMAN     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Woman in 
the Balcony List**           
 
                 
    
**See Above Ensemble 
List**           
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Ben Quiroz TEAM: Lydia  
-DOCTOR GIBBS 1   AMANDA  
Undershirt   Wrinkled Shirt X          
Socks   Worn/distressed Trousers X          
Suspenders   Vest X          
Shoes   Worn Long Suit Jacket X          
    Tie, Hat X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Frock Coat X          
    Fresh Pressed Shirt X          
    Fresh Pressed Trousers X          
    Nicer Tie X          
  3   AMANDA  
    Mourning Coat  X          
    Trilby Style Hat X          
-SI CROWELL 1   AMANDA  
    Vest X          
    Worn Jacket X          
  2   AMANDA  
    Clean Vest X          
    Hat X          
  3   AMANDA  
    **See above Dr. Gibbs**            
ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    **See Above Si Crowell**            
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-ASM #1     AMANDA  
1930 Shoe   1930s Suit X          
    Hat X          
    Pocket Square X          
    Pocket Watch X          
ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    **See Above Si Crowell**            




Jackson Eastmond TEAM: Jordan   
-CONSTABLE WARREN     AMANDA  
Undershirt   Navy Constable Coat X          
Socks   Hat X          
Suspenders   Trousers X          
Shoes   Shirt X          
    Tie X          
    Glasses X          
-ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Constable 
Warren List**           
 
-PROFESSOR WILLARD     AMANDA  
    1930s Suit X          
    Handkerchief X          
-ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Constable 
Warren List**           
 
-ASM #2     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Professor 
Willard List**           
 
-ENSEMBLE     AMANDA  
    
**See Above Constable 
Warren List**           
 
Figure 3.05: Our Town: Costume Breakdown  
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Build Notes and Build Photos 
Figure 3.07: Willa Webb Build Notes 1 Figure 3.06: Willa Webb Research 1 Figure 3.08: Willa Webb Build 1 
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Figure 3.19: Emily Webb Research 1 Figure 3.20: Emily Webb Build Notes 1 Figure 3.21: Emily Webb Build 1 
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Shop Manager is a job l I am highly capable of succeeding at and is often a 
steppingstone in the world of academia to tenure track positions. This is why it was so 
important to me to work as the acting Costume Shop Manager for one semester while 
at Utah State University. There were numerous hurdles throughout this semester as 
mentioned in this chapter, but also dealing with the fatigue and burnout of dealing with 
Covid-19 from every undergraduate, graduate student, and even faculty and staff. We 
had all reached a point of being done and just wanted our normal lives back. Keeping 
the shop focused and motivated took a lot of my energy, along with keeping myself 
focused on my work. Not to mention two months into the semester I excitingly became 
pregnant and was handling early pregnancy symptoms as best I could while keeping it a 
secret as long as possible.   
Overall, I feel I ran the shop very successfully. All builds for Our Town were 
completed by the end of the semester. The shop had some much needed organizing 
done, and the basic stock of fabrics, notions, and supplies were well kept up and 
restocked ready for the next school year when we hope everything will be back to full 
force in front of live audiences on stage. I was able to keep things running smoothly 
while still doing my other jobs as designer and teacher, along with my graduate 
classwork. It seemed like the end of my three years at Utah State was here and went by 
far too fast but were also some of the longest days of my life.   
 
 
